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Abstract

Since AlexNet won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
(ILSVRC) in 2012, Deep Learning (and Machine Learning/AI in general)
gained an exponential interest. Nowadays, their adoption spreads over nu-
merous sectors, like automotive, robotics, healthcare and finance.

The ML advancement goes in pair with the quality improvement de-
livered by those solutions. However, those ameliorations are not for free:
ML algorithms always require an increasing computational power, which
pushes computer engineers to develop new devices capable of coping with
this demand for performance. To foster the evolution of DSAs, and thus
ML research, it is key to make it easy to experiment and compare them.
This may be challenging since, even if the software built around these de-
vices simplifies their usage, obtaining the best performance is not always
straightforward. The situation gets even worse when the experiments are
not conducted in a reproducible way. Even though the importance of re-
producibility for the research is evident, it does not directly translate into
reproducible experiments. In fact, as already shown by previous studies
regarding other research fields, also ML is facing a reproducibility crisis.

Our work addresses the topic of reproducibility of ML applications. Re-
producibility in this context has two aspects: results reproducibility and
performance reproducibility. While the reproducibility of the results is
mandatory, performance reproducibility cannot be neglected because high-
performance device usage causes cost. To understand how the ML situation
is regarding reproducibility of performance, we reproduce results published
for the MLPerf suite, which seems to be the most used machine learning
benchmark.

Because of the wide range of devices and frameworks used in different
benchmark submissions, we focus on a subset of accuracy and performance
results submitted to the MLPerf Inference benchmark, presenting a detailed



analysis of the difficulties a scientist may find when trying to reproduce such
a benchmark and a possible solution using our workflow tool for experiment
reproducibility: prova!. We designed prova! to support the reproducibil-
ity in traditional HPC experiments, but we will show how we extended it
to be used as a “driver” for MLPerf benchmark applications. The prova!
driver mode allows us to experiment with different versions of the MLPerf
Inference benchmark switching among different hardware and software com-
binations and compare them in a reproducible way.

In the last part, we will present the results of our reproducibility study,
demonstrating the importance of having a support tool to reproduce and
extend original experiments getting deeper knowledge about performance
behaviours.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decade, the interest in machine learning and AI had a signifi-
cant rise. Thanks to the improvement reached by the quality of its solutions,
nowadays, ML/AI is used to solve problems in many different fields. Their
adoption goes from transportation to finance to manufacturing to healthcare
and more.

The increase in ML algorithms accuracy is linked to the growth in com-
plexity and, thus, the computational power required. Since AlexNet won
the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) in 2012,
marking a breakthrough in the field of ML, the number of petaflop/s-days
needed by AI applications to train changed its trend, passing from a dou-
bling every two years (similar to Moore’s law) to a doubling every 3/4
months [1]. To cope with this increase in computational power, we are
witnessing a proliferation of hardware and software in the form of domain-
specific architecture (DSA) devices and frameworks trying to provide the
necessary performance while traditional hardware struggles as Moore’s law
slows down. However, those devices are usually built upon novel architec-
tures, making them tricky to operate and even more problematic when it
comes to squeezing the best performance out of them.

Making it easy to experiment with those domain-specific devices and
frameworks is fundamental to fostering their evolution and, therefore, ad-
vancements of ML research, but it can become extremely challenging when
the experiments are not conducted in a reproducible way. In fact, as for
other research fields, ML is also facing a reproducibility crisis, mainly due
to the lack of proper documentation and explanation of experiment con-
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figuration and execution. The efforts for helping reproducibility in ML
are focusing on experiment outputs but not considering the differences in
performance obtainable by using different hardware and software. Repro-
ducibility in this context has two aspects: result reproducibility and per-
formance reproducibility. While reproducibility of the results is mandatory,
performance reproducibility cannot be neglected because high-performance
devices usage causes cost.

Another critical factor for advancements in ML is to have a benchmark
that can push for performance improvements, just as the Linpack bench-
mark led to the evolution of HPC systems while drawing up the TOP500
ranking. The designing of a good benchmark for ML is not an easy task.
On the one hand, it involves the selection of applications that are relevant
for such a rapidly evolving field and, on the other, the definition of metrics
that can reward the performance that does not go to the detriment of qual-
ity. There has been much effort to define an ML benchmark, but MLPerf
seems to be the one that became state of the art, promoting experiment
reproducibility and fair comparison.

Furthermore, the execution of the experiment can also become quite
complex, especially when it involves several steps in addition to its config-
uration and the communication with the execution system, which, in the
case of HPCs, is most likely to be only remotely accessible. In this case, it is
helpful to use tools like workflow management systems supporting the whole
execution flow [2]. To address those reproducibility issues, we start defining
a taxonomy of the experiment, which we use as the base to build our re-
producibility level definitions (as theoretical support), and our experiment
management tool: prova! (as practical support).

prova! was born to manage traditional high-performance computing
experiments [3]. Still, we could extend it to support a different research
field, i.e., Machine Learning, thanks to its simple and flexible design. This
new prova! version allows us to study the performance reproducibility in
ML by running the MLPerf benchmarks.

However, the range of devices and frameworks used in different MLPerf
benchmark submissions is massive, and fully reproducing all of them would
be dispersive. Instead, focusing on one benchmark, i.e., the MLPerf In-
ference, and only on a subset of the submissions, we could have a deeper
analysis of the performance behaviour and show the many experiment cus-
tomization possibilities given by using prova!.

Nevertheless, predefined experiments like a benchmark can be repeti-
tive in terms of configuration and parameters to set. In this situation, it
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is helpful to have a template that allows users to have a base working ex-
periment that can be customized and used as a starting point for possible
experiment variations and, once created, can be shared with others having
similar needs.

In prova!, we created a specific “driver” (template) for the MLPerf
Inference benchmark, which helped us with the reproducibility difficulties
we faced during our performance reproducibility study. Finally, prova!
assisted us to run the experiments using different hardware and software
combinations and across multiple versions of the benchmark in a repro-
ducible way, allowing us not only to reproduce the original experiments but
also to expand the results and get more insight.

1.1 Research Questions

• The importance of the experiment’s reproducibility is undebatable.
Still, we face a reproducibility crisis in different research fields, in-
cluding machine learning. In this field, most efforts aim at the results’
reproducibility without paying much attention to the reproducibility
of the performance. How can we support performance reproducibility
in a fastly evolving field like machine learning?

• Accelerators overperform legacy CPU systems in specific domains.
Their performance highly depends on optimized configuration and
programming, which are not always obvious. How can we simplify ac-
celerator experimentation and lower the learning curve by promoting
greater collaboration between experts and machine learning scientists?

• Several machine learning benchmarks strive to compare hardware and
software performance in the best way with the ultimate goal of pushing
their improvements. How can we help manage predefined applications
like benchmarks in a reproducible way so that scientists can use them
as a base for creating custom experiments generating new insights?

1.2 Outline

The thesis is structured as follows. The first part discusses the motivations
that led the HPC field towards domain-specific architectures and specialized
frameworks for supporting machine learning applications and the difficul-
ties encountered while carrying on experiments in a reproducible way. Our
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three-level taxonomy of performance reproducibility defined in 2014 will
be used in the experiments reported in Part IV. The second part debates
the importance of benchmarks for machine learning hardware and software
evolution with a survey on the main existing ML benchmarks and a more
detailed introduction to the MLPerf benchmark suite, complemented by
a user journey when ML Inference benchmark results are inspected. To
address the challenges discussed in Part I and experiment with the bench-
mark applications presented in Part II, in the third part, we introduce our
experiment management tool, prova!. We will provide a comprehensive de-
scription of it, including the architectural aspects and the approach used to
extend it to support MLPerf benchmark experiments. Part 4 is the central
part of the thesis. A well-defined sequence of experiment variants compares
the performance values gathered to the original benchmark data. Finally,
in Part 5, we summarize the outcomes of our study and possible future
research steps.

1.3 Publications

The following list represents publications I contributed which are covering
part of the contents of this doctoral dissertation

[4] A. Maffia. Reproducing ML Benchmarks: What Works What Doesn’t
Work. In review on the 32nd International Symposium on High-
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[3] D. Guerrera, A. Maffia, and H. Burkhart. Reproducible Stencil Com-
piler Benchmarks Using prova!. Journal of Future Generation Com-
puter Systems (FGCS), 92:933–946, 2019.

[5] D. Guerrera, H. Burkhart, and A. Maffia. Reproducible Stencil Com-
piler Benchmarks Using prova!. In Proceedings of the 7th Interna-
tional Workshop on Performance Modeling, Benchmarking and Sim-
ulation of High Performance Computer Systems (PMBS), pages 108–
115, 2016.

[6] H. Burkhart, D. Guerrera, and A. Maffia. No more Believe Me : Make
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High-Performance Computing
Meets Deep Learning





Chapter 2

Beyond Moore’s Law

2.1 Semiconductors’ trends

Moore’s law drove performance improvements in the High-Performance
Computing (HPC) field for more than 50 years. Even though the end of
Moore’s law has been wrongly announced many times, the gap between the
predicted and the actual chip performance is rapidly growing, especially in
the last decade, showing a concrete slow down [9]. The power of this law
is given not only from the possibility of providing a performance prediction
for semiconductor chips but also for their manufacturer to plan production
costs. For this reason, there has always been a significant effort to try to
keep it alive.

Nowadays, the total number of transistors in ICs is still growing at a pace
of 2x every two years, as shown in Figure 2.1a. Still, the transistor density
graph tells a different story: the semiconductor industry could not keep
transistor density improving at the same speed, and the situation got even
worse after the end of Dennard’s scaling. Figure 2.1b shows a prominent
slowdown after the mid 2000s leading to a difference of almost 19 times
between actual and Moore’s trend transistor density. The main problem is
still related to containing power dissipation while increasing the transistor
density, and this brings ICs into the “dark silicon” era where processors
must reduce their clock frequency or even turn off components to keep the
device working below its thermal design power (TDP) [10]. It follows that
manufacturers can increase the number of components, but this does not
necessarily correspond to the same increase in performance.
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(b) Transistors density evolution vs.
Moore’s law since 1974.

Figure 2.1: Transistor evolution vs. Moore’s law. The trend for Moore’s
law has been based on the Intel 8080 (introduced in 1974), and the density
derived from the number of transistors and chip area. Data source [11].

A further signal that Moore’s law is approaching its end is the closing in
2016 of the International Technology Roadmap of Semiconductors (ITRS).
Since the 1990s, ITRS has provided biannual reports about the semiconduc-
tor technology situation and future views that helped keep alignment be-
tween the semiconductor industry and Moore’s law. However, ITRS mainly
concentrated on silicon technology [12]. For this reason, thanks to the IEEE
Rebooting Computing initiative, the International Roadmap for Device and
Systems (IRDS) was created to focus on different aspects of computer tech-
nology evolution like application benchmarking, systems and architectures,
regarding not only further developments of Moore’s law but also CMOS
alternatives.

The most promising directions for the “More Moore” IRDS category in-
clude using different materials and evolving finFET transistor design. For
example, using materials from group III-V of the periodic table to replace
or combine with silicon can improve electron mobility allowing a faster gate
switch and a reduced operating voltage, thus reducing generated power and
heat [13]. On the transistor design side, the next step is to move from
finFET to GAAFET (gate-all-around FET), like nanosheet technology, in
which the gate wraps around the channel, further improving its control com-
pared to what happens with finFET. To move those approaches forward,
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the semiconductor industry needs an improvement its manufacturing pro-
cess; in a recent conference, Intel presented the road to a 50-fold transistor
density improvement using a 3D design with stacked GAAFETs [14] and
even IRDS, in its latest report [15], forecasted a transistor technology with
a feature size equivalent to 0.7nm (using the 3D design) by 2034.

GAAFET will most likely not only be the next technology chosen to
advance Moore’s law but also the last one [13]. What is instead less clear is
if shrinking the transistor until the size forecasted by Intel and IRDS will
eventually happen. Even though a path to keep shrinking transistors seems
to exist, reducing feature sizes is generating more and more an explosion
of design and manufacturing costs in the face of a not so significant per-
formance improvement [16]. The economic aspect is key for Moore’s law
survival: in his paper [17], Moore emphasized on being able to increase the
number of components in an IC, reducing the cost per transistor, and this
seems to be not the case anymore [18].

Alternatives presented by IRDS in the “Beyond CMOS” category are go-
ing from Analog Computing which is meant to exploit physical phenomena
(like in the case of neuro-inspired computing) to Probabilistic/Stochastic
circuits, which implement “real” nondeterminism and randomness in hard-
ware, helping with problems like Monte Carlo simulation and Simulated
Annealing to Quantum Computing. Quantum Computing uses quantum
mechanics phenomena like superposition, entanglement, and tunnelling to
solve specific computational problems in cryptography, quantum optimiza-
tion, machine learning, search, and quantum chemistry.

Using this kind of machine is not a recent idea [19], but, only in the last
decade, the approach started to make good progress. Several manufacturers
are building a quantum computer with an increasing number of quantum
bits (qubit) with the final aim of demonstrating the advantage against a
classical computer, the so-called quantum supremacy [20]. Quantum com-
puter vendors and researchers are now in this race; whether we have already
reached quantum supremacy [21] or not [22] is something still under discus-
sion, but there is no doubt this is a real promising path to follow, even the
IRDS since 2018 dedicates a separate category to Cryogenic Electronics and
Quantum Information Processing (CEQIP).

Though different candidates are vying to be the next leading technology,
there is no clear winner yet; moreover, a solution demonstrated in the lab
today would probably need at least a decade to meet industry standards and
start to be used for mass production as it happened in the case of the Fin-
FET[23]. The IRDS alternatives are pretty different, but they seem to have
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a common denominator: being engineered with a specific problem or class
of problems in mind. The Domain-Specific Architecture (DSA) approach
looks the most promising one, not only if applied to novel technologies for
the future “post-silicon” era but also to drive the design of CMOS-based
architecture, which can already bear substantial performance advantages.

2.2 DSAs and HW accelerators

The idea of using supplementary hardware to offload specific operations
not suited for the “main” processor (or too expensive for it) is not really
new. Already in the 1960s, General Electric was selling an “Auxiliary Arith-
metic Unit” (AAU) to compute operations with a higher arithmetic precision
(floating point). This was considered an extension of the basic arithmetic
unit present in the central processor and was provided as a “two-cabinet”
size component (AAU and its controller)[24]. To execute FP operations, the
central processor was granting the AAU access to the instructions stored in
the main memory, and the AAU was accessing those using an I/O channel
controller and subsequently decoding/executing them without further cen-
tral processor intervention, similar to the way a modern CoProcessor uses
the DMA. Floating-point units continued to evolve from AAU to smaller
components, first as “Arithmetic Processing Unit” (APU) with the Intel
8231/AMD Am9511 and “Floating-point Processor Unit” (FPU) with the
Intel 8232/AMD Am9512, and later on as “Math CoProcessor” with the
Intel 8087, before getting eventually integrated into the CPU chip starting
with the Intel 80486 processor.

In the beginning, keeping the CPU executing only the most common
operations also had a “complexity” motivation. In fact, the number of tran-
sistors of a CoProcessor (ex. 45k for the Intel 8087) could be higher than the
ones of the CPU (ex. 29k for the Intel 8086). Later on, with the evolution
of the semiconductor industry and thanks to Dennard’s scaling, integrating
specific hardware in the same IC became possible without significant effort
and, therefore, an obvious choice[25].

Clearly, CPU architectures improved during the years not only due to
Dennard’s scaling and clock frequency increment but also due to the intro-
duction of hardware and software optimization techniques like instruction
pipelining, speculative execution, and very long instruction word (VLIW),
cache hierarchies, and more. Even the idea of integrating components to
exploit data-parallelism, one of the most common approaches in the mod-
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ern DSAs to boost performance, has been successfully applied to the world
of High-Performance computing (HPC) since the 1970s by Cray with their
Cray-1 (1976)[26], which, thanks to the help of an integrated “vector pro-
cessor", become the fastest supercomputer of its time.

Nowadays, the power consumption and the costs for designing improved
traditional general-purpose ICs are not sustainable anymore. In addition,
the renewed idea of separating hardware capabilities in different special-
ized devices can help deliver performance in a more energy-efficient way.
Those ICs are, most of the time, devices working in combination with the
main CPU of a computer only when there is the need to accelerate a spe-
cific problem they are designed for. That is why they can also be called
accelerators.

An accelerator does not necessarily need to be a single-purpose device
(even though that is true most of the time). Its main goal is to target the
performance improvement of a specific aspect of a problem, which may be
helpful in multiple fields, that is, for example, the idea behind the graphics
processing units (GPUs). Born to address computer graphics workloads
related to the manipulation of images and videos and their visualization on
display devices, GPUs started moving towards the era of general-purpose
computing on graphics processing units (GPGPUs) when, in the early 2000s,
NVIDIA (currently the leading GPU vendor) added some “programmable”
components to its devices[27]. In fact, GPGPUs are currently used for a vast
range of applications like Artificial Intelligence, finance, climate, molecular
dynamics, and more, with a clear focus on extensively using data-parallelism
through SIMD/SIMT(single instruction, multiple data/threads) execution
model.

Other accelerators can be more tailored to a specific application, as
in the case of the ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuits), which,
focusing just on a tight aspect of a problem, can deliver a tremendous
performance per watt like the tensor processing units (TPUs) designed by
Google. TPU v1[28], in fact, implements the systolic array execution model
to improve only matrix-matrix multiplication and speed up machine learn-
ing inference. An accelerators’ architecture approach, somehow between
GPGPU and ASIC, is the field-programmable gate array (FPGA), which
can be programmed at the hardware level, usually through a hardware de-
scription language (HDL), and provide both flexibility and a specialized/op-
timized IC. If, on the one hand, FPGAs can also reduce the time and cost of
the chip design, on the other, they cannot provide a complete optimization
since the hardware provided by the device can be “just” configured but not
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GPGPU FPGA ASIC

Description
General-purpose
computing on graphics
processing units

Field-programmable
gate arrays

Application-specific
integrated circuit

Focus General-purpose, Data-
parallelism (SIMT) General/Single-purpose Single-purpose

Strenghts
++ Programmability
++ Flexibility
+ Memory Bandwidth
+ Peak performance

+ Performance/Watt
+ Flexibility
+ I/O Bandwidth
- I/O Latency
- Clock Frequency

++ Peak performance
++ Energy efficient

Weaknesses + Power consumption
- Clock Frequency
- Peak performance
- Programmability

+ Design costs
+ Design complexity
- Flexibility
- Programmability

Table 2.1: Overview of main accelerator categories.

designed ad-hoc as it happens with an ASIC. Another aspect of FPGAs
is that they usually operate at a low clock frequency and, thus, have no
high peak performance. This can be a weakness if targeting ML training
but can be a strength when used for ML inference since this case does not
request high computation, and FPGA, using less power, provides a higher
performance/watt. Table 2.1 reports an overview of the main accelerator
categories.

The possible need for implementing the applications using an approach
different from the one used for the traditional CPUs could be a drawback of
using specific architectures: reaching the optimal performance of an acceler-
ator may require deep and specific expertise. For this reason, the success of
an accelerator may depend on the software ecosystem built around it, and
this was for sure one of the reasons behind NVIDIA GPU’s success. Their
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) language allowed them to
hide the GPU’s execution model complexity and integrate it with well-
established languages like C and Fortran.

For example, in [29], they show how, starting from an algorithm written
in a high-level language like Python, it is possible to easily get up to 62k-fold
improvement using a lower-level language and applying architecture-specific
optimization. A domain-specific language (DSL) simplifies how a developer
can program the device and provides abstract functions and operations im-
plemented in the most optimized way to get the best performance from the
hardware. Hennessy and Patterson [9] consider DSL one of the four rea-
sons motivating the use of DSAs; the further three are, instead, related to
the specialization of the components. Optimization techniques like out-of-
order speculative execution, implemented to improve performance on the
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of accelerators’ performance contribution to
TOP500 machines since their first adoption in June 2006. Data source
[30].

traditional CPUs, may cause a significant overhead when unnecessary in-
structions get executed and need to be reverted. The specific nature of the
DSA architecture narrows down the possible instructions making the exe-
cution flow more predictable and allowing, for example, to use of a different
instruction set architecture (ISA) like VLIW to exploit 1○more effective
parallelism. A similar discussion is valid for the cache management effort,
which can be reduced by favouring a 2○memory bandwidth increment (low-
ering the costly memory access). Finally, also the 3○data representation
may require a reduced amount of bits (lower precision) like 4-,8- and 16-bit
integers for machine learning inference and 16- to 32-bit floating-point for
the training, so 64-bit double-precision FPs (and in most cases even 32-bit
single-precision FPs) are not needed.

An example of how accelerators can be effective for the growth of com-
puters and HPC’s performance evolution can be observed by looking at the
TOP500 list. This list, updated twice a year, represents the existing HPC
systems ranked by their performance on the Linpack benchmark. Since
the accelerator’s inception in 2006, the HPC systems’ performance depends
more and more on those devices. Figure 2.2 shows the evolution of the total
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performance given by all systems in the list based on the accelerators used:
todays’ performance of the list is given by accelerators for almost 40% of
the total, and, looking at the trend, this value is going to keep increasing in
the next future. Different accelerators were added to HPC systems during
the years, but it seems Nvidia GPUs are dominant today. Figure 2.2 also
shows that the only other accelerator able to compete with GPGPUs, so
far, was Intel Xeon Phi [31]. This specialized architecture focuses on ex-
ploiting data parallelism (like GPUs) but keeping compatibility with CPU
architecture and just extending the x86 ISA with some specific instructions.
In principle, the code did not need any change to run on this new device
(because of the instruction compatibility), but it did need some changes to
get a performance boost. This, together with the Intel difficulties with the
10 nm process (planned for the Xeon Phi evolution), made the project move
towards a more specialized architecture to address machine learning [32] and
eventually discontinued in favour of a more diversified DSA-oriented strat-
egy. In fact, Intel lately acquired AI chip companies [33] and developed
a GPGPU architecture(Intel Xe PonteVecchio [14]), adding those to their
existing FPGA products.

Other fields are requesting high computational power that not even HPC
systems can provide or, at least, not in an efficient way. A great example
comes from molecular dynamics, where an ASIC device like Anton can
deliver impressive results. In 2014, the enhanced version of Anton, Anton
2[34], provided a speedup that, for different molecules, could go from a
minimum of 21x up to 800x compared to different GPUs and HPC systems
using an even lower power consumption.

A similar situation is that observed in ML. Although machine learn-
ing algorithms such as neural networks already existed at the end of the
1950s, until the adoption of DSAs for their resolution, the results generated
were not sufficiently accurate and, for example, applications such as image
recognition had a percentage of error of five times worse than that of a
human [25]. A specific architecture provided the necessary performance to
add more layers to neural networks, called deep neural networks (DNNs),
to generate much more accurate results, making these algorithms finally
useful. The ability to cope with the computation required by deep learning
(DL) has led to the evolution of algorithms that are becoming increasingly
demanding from a computational point of view (Figure 2.3), which in turn
has seen a proliferation of new ML- and DL-specific architectures. There is
a clear need for tools to manage device complexity and specific benchmarks
to compare these different architectures.
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Chapter 3

Deep Learning and the Need
for HPC

3.1 AI, machine learning, deep learning: Def-
initions

The terminology around artificial intelligence is often a source of confusion.
Deep Learning (DL), Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
themselves represent “nested” sets (figure 3.1). So, on the one hand, it is
true that DL is also ML, and ML is also AI, on the other, it is not always
true the opposite.

AI is the largest set and includes all the “science and engineering of
making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs” [35].
The current AI applications can only solve specific target tasks and, thus,
are categorized as Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI). Instead, we talk
about Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) and Artificial Super Intelligence
(ASI), referring to AI solutions that can reach or even surpass the human
intelligence level. Even though research and projects about AGI exist [36],
there are currently no concrete examples of AGI or ASI.

Within AI, ML represents algorithms that are not directly programmed
to solve a specific problem but can instead “learn” how to do it: they extract
knowledge from the input data to predict outcomes. The final behaviour
results from the gradual improvements achieved after each “learning” process
step, similarly to what happens for a living being.

ML consists of three main categories:
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Artificial 
Intelligence

Machine
Learning

Deep
Learning

Figure 3.1: Venn diagram for Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning
and Deep Learning concepts

• Supervised Learning: ML algorithms trained on labeled data. The
labels are information added to the data that define the input values
corresponding to the desired output to be used during the training
to refine the model. Those algorithms can classify input data into
predefined categories (classification) or find equations that better ap-
proximate the relation between the provided input and output data
(regression).

• Unsupervised Learning: ML algorithms trained to identify pat-
terns on unlabeled data. Those algorithms can group input data based
on common characteristics (clustering) or discover relationships be-
tween variables in a dataset (association), or also reduce the number
of features in a dataset without losing helpful information (dimen-
sionality reduction). The last example is mainly used as data pre-
processing.

• Reinforcement Learning: ML algorithms trained on reward got for
correct behaviour. The “agent” to be trained will take some actions in
a specific “environment” and, based on the correctness of the action
taken, he may get a reward. After several iterations, the agent should
be able to perform the task he was trained for correctly. Examples of
this category are the algorithms used in automatic game playing (e.g.
AlphaGO [37]) or in self-driving cars.

For instance, in the case of the image classification task, the so-called
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feature engineering can improve the quality of the results: a domain ex-
pert “extracts” the features, i.e., a set of characteristics, which the algorithm
should focus on during the training. Nonetheless, this process becomes im-
practicable when the number of features increases or when those features
are not clear a priori. Using the artificial neural network (ANNs) will help in
such situations. The ANNs, or just neural networks (NNs), are inspired by
the human brain functioning and define artificial neurons (nodes) which
can communicate with each other using connections called edges. The data
in the NNs pass through different layers that represent the steps of the algo-
rithm. The structure of the NNs, in figure 3.2, includes an input layer that
acquires the data, an output layer that generates the results and a variable
number of hidden layers. An NN that has more than one hidden layer is
considered a DNN.

Input
layer

Output
layer

Hidden
layers

Figure 3.2: Example of a Deep Neural Network (DNN)

NNs do not require human intervention for the feature extraction step,
as they will learn the feature only starting from the input data, which
means they can use unstructured input data. Nevertheless, to provide a
good result, they need to train on a much more significant amount of data
than the classic ML, which translates into higher complexity and, thus,
computational power required. The computation required gets even higher
in the case of DL, where the larger number of layers can further increase
the algorithm complexity.

Research involving NN originated in the 1950s [38] and got an increasing
interest in the 1980s [39] [40] [41] but the learning process was still too slow
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for the hardware available at that time. The situation changed in the last
decade.

In 2012, AlexNet [42] was the first Deep Learning algorithm (CNN∗) to
win the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) with
a considerable improvement compared to the previous solutions. This was
achieved thanks to the algorithm’s optimization and a hardware accelerator
(Nvidia GPU), which provided a relevant speed up to the training. Since
then, every competition winner has used Deep Learning algorithms and
accelerators.

3.2 Deep learning applications’ landscape

The increasing quality of results provided by machine learning algorithms,
especially deep learning, pushed the adoption of those solutions in many
diverse fields, from transportation to finance to agriculture to manufacturing
to healthcare.

Even though the fields applying machine learning solutions are quite
diverse, the same problems may be reoccurring in more than one field.
For example, ML applications, like object detection from the Computer
Vision area (table 3.1), can be used for social media and automotive. The
actual difference usually resides in the requirements and constraints of a
solution, which leads to the choice of one model instead of another: an
object detection model recognizing the people we want to tag on a social
media platform has, clearly, different asks in terms of accuracy or result
latency compared to a model solving the same object detection tasks used
by a self-driving vehicle to recognizing a pedestrian walking on the zebra
crossing.

As discussed in [43] and [44], the different models trained to solve the
same ML application, like image recognition, show a tradeoff between ac-
curacy and complexity: a more accurate model will need more features and
computational and memory requirements. Moreover, the possible datasets
utilized to train a single model can vary and affect the results of the learning
process. Sometimes, using different datasets could be a requirement of the
application: in the aforementioned self-driving vehicle example, recognizing
a road sign is be more important than spotting a fish breed, which may pull
weight in other research areas.

∗Convolutional Neural Network
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Area Application Dataset

Computer
Vision

Image Classification, Object De-
tection, Semantic Segmentation,
OCR, Facial recognition, Pattern
Detection, Content-based Tmage
Retrieval

ImageNet, CIFAR, MNIST,
Cityscapes, ADE20K, PASCAL
VOC, COCO, LFW, Adience,
WIDER FACE, FDDB, INRIA
Holidays Dataset

Automatic
Speech
Recognition

Audio Recognition, Audio Seg-
mentation, Audio Generation,
Computer Human Dialogue
Systems, Text-to-Speech

LibriSpeech, TIMIT, Medi-
aSpeech, SLUE, TUDA, Persona-
Chat, UDC, Reddit, LJSpeech

Natural
Language
Processing

Natural Language Generation,
Text Summarization, Topic
Analysus, Sentiment Analy-
sis/Opinion Mining, Question
Answering

WikiText, Penn Treebank, WMT,
SQuAD, WikiQA, bAbI, SST,
IMBd, MATH, DART

Recommendation
Systems

Collaborative Filtering, Content-
based Filtering, Context-aware
Recommender Systems, Hybrid
Recommender Systems

MovieLens, MIND, Criteo

Medical Medical Image Segmentation,
Drug Discovery, Medical Diagno-
sis

BraTS, CVC-ClinicDB, Kvasir,
ACDC, Tox21, QM9, MIMIC-III

Robotics Motion Planning, Robot Naviga-
tion, Human-Robot Interaction,
Visual Odometry, Visual Naviga-
tion

Gibson 3D scenes, Matterport3D
scenes, R2R

GameAI Object Tracking, Continuous Con-
trol, Atari Games, OpenAI Gym

BIRDSAI, PyBullet, DMCS, Atari
2600, LunarLander

Table 3.1: A list of deep learning applications and datasets grouped by
research area.

However, selecting the best model in terms of accuracy is not always the
obvious choice. We may have further restrictions coming from the device
we want to use, like keeping a low power consumption. In this case, the
most accurate model will probably be prohibitive in terms of complexity.
That is why the hardware selected for the learning task has a crucial role.

3.3 HW and SW for DL

3.3.1 ML Architecture

As discussed in the chapter 2.2, machine learning applications push adoption
and performance improvements in DSAs. Within the machine learning field,
deep learning plays a key role, as shown by the many applications using
it (see section 3.2). Deep learning algorithms are computational hungry
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because of larger models, i.e., more features and layers, and datasets (see
(section 3.1)) and that is confirmed by OpenAI, which showed an increase
of 300,000x for computing need of algorithms developed between 2012 and
2018 (see figure 2.3)

Table 3.2 shows examples of DSAs for neural networks, and thus deep
learning, from ASIC to FPGA to devices targeting specific application ar-
eas, i.e., Vision Processing Unit (VPU), or even more innovative architec-
tures. They can focus on the learning process in general or only on specific
phases, e.g., inference. Those devices will work with low data representation
precision and include hardware components that can speed up the main op-
erations present in the neural network in terms of computation, like matrix
and vector multiplications.

For example, the Tensor Processing Unit (TPU), launched by Google in
2015, was designed for inference-only and working with int8 data format.
It was built around a systolic array to reduces the “slow” read/write ac-
cess to memory: a Unified Buffer (UB) feeds a Matrix Multiplication Unit
(MXU) of 256x256 Multiply Accumulate (MAC) units performing 8-bit in-
teger operations with a performance of 92 Teraops per second (running at
700MHz).

Working with 8-bit integers is only possible for inference after a process
of quantization that approximates a model trained with a higher precision
floating-point data format. Even the training process does not usually need
high precision, but this process requires at least half-precision (FP16) to
produce acceptable results.

To increase the device performance by reducing the data format preci-
sion without significantly loose model accuracy, device manufacturers are
proposing additional custom data formats. With the TPU v2, Google in-
troduced the Brain Floating Point (BF16), which is a “truncated” FP32
(IEEE 754 single-precision) with the same number range (8-bit exponent)
and reduced the precision (mantissa reduced from 23 to 7-bit). The BF16
format showed to be effective for deep learning applications [45], and also
CPU and GPU added the support to this data type in their latest architec-
tures [46][47].

Nvidia also added the support for another custom floating-point for-
mat used by the Tensor Cores on their GPUs: the TensorFloat-32 (TF32).
Despite the name, it is a 19-bits format that uses the same “truncation” ap-
proach of the BF16: the exponent is, again, represented using 8 bits, while
the mantissa uses, instead, 10 bits. The format can represent the same
precision as the FP16 (IEEE 754 half-precision standard) (see figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Visual representation of TensorFloat-32 (TF32) data format.
Original picture from [48].

Besides, we have devices mainly focusing on accelerating the training
phase using some different approaches like the Intelligence Processing Unit
(IPU) [49] from Graphcore and the Wafer Scale Engine (WSE) [50] from
Cerebras. Those devices have a massive amount of processing elements (PE)
equipped with on-chip memory to guarantee a higher bandwidth and the
possibility to be separately programmed following a MIMD approach.

All the devices mentioned have specific characteristics that may make
them tricky to operate and even more problematic when trying to get the
best performance out of them. For this reason, they must come with soft-
ware frameworks optimized and easy to program.

3.3.2 ML Frameworks

With the complex landscape of specific hardware and the multitude of ap-
plications and models, having an easy way of developing deep learning al-
gorithms was one of the main drivers for the evolutions in the field.

Those frameworks provide some building blocks from basic operations
to functions, possibly optimized for specific hardware, to simplify the neu-
ral network implementation. At low-level, they usually leverage other opti-
mized math libraries, for example, like MKL when running on CPU, cuDNN
for GPU and even framework-specific optimization for execution on multiple
hardware like the Accelerated Linear Algebra (XLA) from TensorFlow†.

There are few commonalities among the frameworks, such as providing
support to Python and C++ as programming languages or CPU and GPU
architectures as hardware (see table 3.3). Specific hardware may provide

†https://www.tensorflow.org/xla

https://www.tensorflow.org/xla
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Category Name Data
format

Learning
phase

Software /
Framework

Supported
Framework

ASIC

TPUv1,
Edge TPU

INT8 Inference TFLite ONNX

TPUv2/3/4 FP32, BF16,
INT32

Training,
Inference

TensorFlow PyTorch

Habana
Goya

FP32, INT32,
INT16, INT8

Inference SynapseAI TensorFlow,
MXNet, Caffe2,
CNTK, Py-
Torch, ONNX,
Glow

Habana
Gaudi

FP32, BF16,
INT32,
INT16, INT8

Training,
Inference

SynapseAI TensorFlow,
PyTorch

Hailo-8 INT8 Inference Hailo AI TensorFlow,
ONNX

Alibaba
HanGuang

INT16, INT8 Inference HanGuangAI Caffe, MxNet,
TensorFlow,
ONNX

DSP Qualcomm
Hexagon

INT8 Inference SNPE SDK Caffe, Caffe2,
ONNX and
TensorFlow

FPGA Xilinx Alveo INT8 Inference Vitis AI TensorFlow,
PyTorch, Caffe

FuriosaAI
Warboy

INT8 Inference FuriosaAI
SDK

-

VPU Intel Movid-
ius

FP16 Inference OpenVINO TensorFlow,
PyTorch, Caffe,
ONNX, MXNet

IPU Graphcore FP32, FP16 Training,
Inference

Poplar SDK TensorFlow,
PyTorch,
ONNX, Paddle
Paddle

WSE Cerebras FP32, BF16 Training,
Inference

Cerebras
SDK

TensorFlow,
PyTorch

Table 3.2: Examples of machine learning hardware grouped by category.

optimized libraries and SDK to help using them, like with Cerebras and
Graphcore devices, but they also provide support/integration with the most
used ML frameworks such as PyTorch and Tensorflow (see table 3.2).

Having this level of integration is essential to cope with device diversity.
For example, if we want to run a model on an Intel integrated GPU (iGPU),
we may need to use OpenVINO (see table 3.3), but thanks to the integration
with TF, we can reuse a model trained on TF with a simple translation step.

Especially for inference, a concrete joint effort from the principal ML
companies to have a unified way of expressing ML models is made with
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ONNX [65]. This makes it possible to directly port models from one frame-
work to another if the framework accepts the ONNX format as input or
indirectly after a translation process.

Still, even if almost all devices are compatible with the significant ML
frameworks, they can be supported differently by the framework in terms
of optimization, making it important to have a performance comparison.
Moreover, managing that software and its installation and configuration
can be present challenges that we will address in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Reproducibility Challenges

The importance of reproducibility for the research is evident but not directly
translating into reproducible experiments. As already shown by previous
studies regarding other research fields [66], ML also faces a reproducibility
crisis [67].

If, on the one hand, reproducibility in machine learning experiments
can be challenging because of dealing with the randomness found in the
data initialization or some atomic operation or the numerical approxima-
tion or even in the machine learning framework itself, on the other hand,
good practices like defining and documenting the specific seed used for ini-
tialization can help reproducibility [68]. Besides the intrinsic randomness,
other elements affecting reproducibility the most can be found in the lack
of code (or pseudo-code) or poor explanations or detailed documentation of
the experiment configuration and execution [69][70].

To improve results reproducibility, in the machine learning field, some
scientific conferences started requesting fulfilment of submission policies and
checklists when submitting a paper [71]. Along this line, the Paper With
Code∗ initiative, currently supported by Meta AI (formerly Facebook AI),
collects research papers in the machine learning field together with the code
implemented for each paper and the results achieved to help understanding
the state of the art of machine learning algorithms.

Those efforts mainly focus on the reproducibility of an ML experiment
in terms of final results but do not consider the differences in performance
obtainable by using different hardware and software.

∗https://paperswithcode.com

https://paperswithcode.com
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4.1 Experiment taxonomy

To help address reproducibility challenges for a computational experiment,
it is essential to precisely identify the fundamental characteristics of an
experiment: this is the driver behind the experiment taxonomy we defined.
Computational problem solving, in general, can be described as follows: A
computational problem is solved by an algorithmic method on a compute
system. As we presented in [8], a micro-experiment can be thought of as a
3-tuple <Problem, Method, System>, which can be considered as being one
point in the space of experiments (see figure 4.1):

• Problem : Solve a (random) dense system of linear equations in IEEE
double-precision arithmetic.

• Method : A two-dimensional block-cyclic data distribution using the
right-looking variant of the LU factorization with row partial pivoting
(see [72]).

• System : Distributed-memory computer with Message Passing In-
terface (MPI 1.1 compliant) and Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms
(BLAS) installed.

S
y
st

em

Meth
od

ProblemPro1

Met1

Met2

Met3
macro-experiment

Sys1

micro-experiment 1

micro-experiment 2

micro-experiment 3

Figure 4.1: Space of Computational Experiments

The common experimentation need is to compare data resulting from
more than a single micro-experiment. Keeping two out of the three dimen-
sions fixed, we get an experiment that is a function of the third one: the
red line shown in Figure 4.1 identifies such a macro-experiment, which is a
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collection of micro-experiments (e.g., the black dots in Figure 4.1). Macro-
experiments can be categorized as being either system-oriented, method-
oriented, or problem-oriented.

4.2 Reproducibility levels

Based on the experiment taxonomy presented, in 2014, we initially defined
3 levels of reproducibility for an experiment [8], which we later refined in [5]
as follows:

• Repetition: run the original micro- or macro-experiment without
any variation of the parameters used. This should drive to the same
results, which guarantees a certain level of credibility (completeness
of documentation).

• Replication: run the original experiment on a different system. An
experiment should not be bound to a specific computing environment
(portability).

• Re-experimentation: run the original experiment changing only
the method used. When this drives to the same outputs, the scientific
approach is proven (correctness of the approach).

In 2018, the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) also felt the
need for terminology that could standardize the concepts around “repro-
ducibility”, proposing the first version of their Repeatability, Reproducibil-
ity, and Replicability definitions [73] lately reviewed following the conven-
tion explained in [74].

Even though the ACM terminology is now aligned with the National In-
formation Standards Organization (NISO) Recommended Practice [75] and
is actively used to review and assign badges to scientific research papers,
its focus is mainly on the team running the experiment and the experi-
mental setup. Instead, in our classification, we focus on the experiment
elements <problem, method, system> (see figure 4.1), which may change in
a usual “reproduction excercise”: from simply re-executing an experiment
to changing the computational environment or the approach used to run it.

In [69], the authors present 3 degrees of reproducibility for experiments
in the AI field based on the experiment factors they identified: from the
basic experiment reproducibility (R1), applying no variation to the original
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experiment, to the data reproducibility (R2), changing the method imple-
mentation, to the method reproducibility (R3), changing both implementa-
tion and data used for the experiment. While R1 degree overlaps with our
repetition level of reproducibility, both R2 and R3 degrees map to our re-
experimentation; in fact, we make no differentiation based on the data used.
Instead, our classification focuses on the “system” (hardware/software) per-
formances defining a replication level of reproducibility when changing the
system, which is missing in the degrees of reproducibility introduced in [69].

Clearly, it doesn’t matter if an experiment runs faster when the results
are wrong. For this reason, we consider the reproducibility of results em-
bedded in the “performance reproducibility” and, thus, a prerequisite when
comparing experiments in terms of performance: ensuring reproducibility
of performance should automatically guarantee reproducibility of results.

By the way, our idea is not to stick with a specific reproducibility levels
terminology but rather discuss the fundamental components that need to
be considered to achieve reproducibility (and its acceptance) as a broader
concept. First, re-run an experiment and get the same results (or, more
generally speaking, insights) is a basic need for a scientist to ensure exper-
iment value, as already stated by Karl Popper in 1934, “Non-reproducible
single occurrences are of no significance to science” [76]. Second, setting
up an experiment in a different computational environment is key on the
one hand to increase trust and, on the other hand, to demonstrate that the
experiment does not rely only on a specific system. Finally, an experiment
that is not the outcome of a single occurrence and is trustable can be used to
compare and validate other approaches that solve the same initial problem.

To compare the performance of different ML-specific hardware and soft-
ware, it is fundamental to reproduce the experiments built by the DSAs
experts to have a solid starting point for the comparison. A comparison
of different experiments is what we call macro-experiment, which means to
move an experiment in the space of experiments changing problem, method
or system components. If we cannot reproduce the base experiment, it
will be impossible to change the experiment components and create a new
experiment to study the performance behaviour.
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Deep Learning Benchmarks

5.1 Benchmarks overview

As discussed in chapter 3, the accuracy improvement for AI solutions does
not come for free but translates into a higher complexity: working with an
increasing number of parameters and more extensive datasets makes the
ML algorithms eager for performance improvements. In effect, to increase
AI adoption, it is fundamental not only that the solution reaches a higher
accuracy but also that it gets it in a reasonable amount of time.

The performance improvements can come from both algorithmic and
system (both hardware and software) enhancements: it is critical to have
a benchmark that can help adequately evaluate these ML solutions and,
eventually, foster AI adoption and evolution.

In 2012, one of the first ML benchmarks, BenchNN [77], reimplemented
a subset of Recognition, Mining, and Synthesis (RMS) applications from
the PARSEC benchmark suite [78] replacing some target tasks with neural
networks (NN) and comparing the quality of the “approximate” results given
by the NN version with the original ones. BenchNN results showed how the
NN version of the implemented applications was reaching a good quality in
terms of output. However, poor execution time performance demonstrates,
on the one hand, the potential of ML and, on the other, the need for specific
hardware tailored to NNs. Nevertheless, the applications evaluated were not
relevant as ML solutions [79].

Afterwards, benchmarks like DeepBench [80] have been explicitly cre-
ated for evaluating ML considering the basic operations predominant in ML
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algorithms, e.g., GEMM or convolution. Even though it is essential to im-
prove low-level operations, this benchmark does not clearly show how good
the approach solves a problem. For this reason, other ML benchmarks ap-
peared to cover tasks solving specific ML problems, like image recognition,
object detection, recommendation systems, language processing, and more
(see section 3.2). In other cases, a benchmark may go further and even
cover end-to-end scenarios composed of both AI and non-AI tasks [81].

Even when running complete ML apps, a benchmark may focus on a
specific ML framework (see section 3.3) as in Fathom [79] or PerfZero [82],
limiting the possibility of comparing how specific hardware behaves using
different software. The same can happen on the hardware side with bench-
marks targeting a single device type, e.g., the GPU for the TBD benchmark.

Another critical element for a benchmark is the metric used. Most
benchmarks look at the performance using the throughput (e.g., sample/s)
or time (e.g., time-per-epoch), while others look at the accuracy (e.g., top-5
accuracy) but both in an isolated way. However, an optimization may im-
prove a specific “proxy” metric while adversely affecting another [83]. To
remedy this situation, benchmarks like DAWNBench [84] started using the
time-to-accuracy TTA metric, which measures the time needed by a system
to reach a predefined accuracy value.

Beyond the differences mentioned, the aim of a benchmark is not to run
an experiment merely to get a performance number. Instead, it should allow
a fair comparison of systems and algorithms to foster a healthy competition,
similar to how the Linpack [85] benchmark (HPL[72]) has been used since
1993 to draft the list of the faster 500 HPC systems in the world, driving
their evolution.

Considering all the points about AI benchmarks we discussed, our de-
sired benchmark should:

• Include workloads representative of problems relevant to the field.

• Evolve hand in hand with enhancements in both algorithms and sys-
tems.

• Use a metric that measures performance concerning accuracy.

• Enable a fair comparison of hardware and software technologies.

• Take into account reproducibility as a fundamental requirement.

Table 5.1 presents a list of AI benchmarks and their main characteristics.
Among the ML benchmarks proposing a competition, MLPerf [86] seems the
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most prominent, promoting experiment reproducibility and fair comparison.
Some teams leading other benchmarks decided to stop and move to MLPerf,
like DAWNBench, while in other cases, such as TBD, DLBS, and MLMark,
they are still active though also contributing to the MLPerf benchmark.

Another newsworthy benchmark suite for AI is the AIBench [87], which
covers a broader range of ML tasks, i.e., 19 (as of today), and workload
types, i.e., basic operations to end-to-end scenarios. In this work, we will fo-
cus on MLPerf and, in particular, on the Inference benchmark. However, we
believe the approach is generic enough to be applied to other MLPerf bench-
marks and different benchmark suites like AIBench or even benchmarks in
other domains where performance reproducibility is equally important [88].

5.2 Case study: MLPerf

MLPerf is a collection of machine learning benchmark suites started in 2018
as a joined effort from industry and researchers [89] to provide representa-
tive benchmarks for a fair system performance evaluation [90]. Since its
formation in 2020, the MLCommons Association has maintained MLPerf to
help the adoption of AI/ML by providing benchmarks, extensive open data
sets and best practices [86]. As of today, MLPerf includes Training [90],
Inference [44], HPC [91] (training), Tiny [92] (inference) and Mobile [93]
(inference) benchmark suites.

MLPerf defines multiple categories and subcategories for each suite to
allow a fair comparison, requesting them to comply with specific submission
rules. Training and inference benchmarks are organized into two divisions:
Closed and Open. The Closed division is defined to enable a fair comparison
of software and hardware, fixing the model the benchmark need to use,
which should be the same adopted in the reference implementation. While
the Open division, relieving the model constraint, enable novel solutions
which can reach the same target quality [90].

MLPerf divides the systems as well into different categories based on
their availability to general users: available systems only include pur-
chasable or rentable components, a system can be in preview if will become
“available” in the following benchmark round, Research, Development,
or Internal (RDI) category involves hardware or software which is experi-
mental, underdevelopment or for internal-use only.

On the workload side, the applications part of the benchmarks may
change from one suite to the other. However, they mainly solve tasks from
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common areas like vision, language processing, commerce, game AI or, in
the case of the HPC training benchmark, tackling particular tasks from
a so-called Scientific area. MLPerf selected a specific ML model for each
workload (fixed for the Closed division), which should represent the state-of-
the-art solution for the ML task in terms of both performance and accuracy;
that is why a chosen model may change with the benchmark versions. Both
Closed and Open divisions define a fixed dataset.

The metrics may change from one benchmark to the other, but they
need to reach a specific quality/accuracy target to be considered valid; that
has applied to the time and throughput metrics of the training benchmarks
as well as the latency and throughput of the inference ones (see table 5.2).

Finally, differently from the training, for the inference benchmarks,
MLPerf does not only define the tasks to run and the rules to fulfil but
also a complete benchmark framework for the inference. The structure is
composed of the LoadGen in charge of generating the inference queries
and the System Under Testing (SUT), which will receive and solve the
requests. Such a benchmark architecture allows the LoadGen to simulate
different realistic situations, the so-called scenario, which the SUT may
deal with [44]:

• Single-Stream: the LoadGen sends a one-sample query after another
as soon as the SUT completes them.

• Multi-Stream: the LoadGen sends an n-sample query based on a
latency constraint, counting the queries the SUT can complete within
the assigned constraint.

• Server: the LoadGen sends a new one-sample query to the SUT
according to a Poisson distribution.

• Offline: the LoadGen sends all samples in a single query to the SUT
at the start.

Based on the scenario, the metrics considered are different. For the
stream scenario, it is essential to look at the latency the system can achieve
while processing those streams. Instead, the other scenarios will focus on
the throughput reached by the SUT.

Starting with the version v1.0 of the inference benchmark, MLPerf added
measurements and metrics regarding Power consumed by the system to
evaluate its efficiency. The metric depends on the specific scenario consid-
ered for these results (Table 5.2).
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To promote a fair comparison, MLPerf defines some more rules for the
results submission, e.g., schedule for the submission or mandatory scenarios
for a specific device category or hyperparameters tuning [94]. After a cou-
ple of years from the launch of the benchmarks, we can already see some
exciting trends for hardware and software improvements. For example, in
the training benchmark, with the fourth submission round (v1.0) from June
2021, the performance improvement was 6.8 to 11 times higher than Moore’s
law advancing [95], which is an excellent example of how a benchmark con-
test and specific hardware and software usage can advance research fields
like machine learning.
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Chapter 6

Benchmarking with MLPerf

To understand ML experiments’ challenges, we tried to reproduce some of
the results submitted during the first “round” of the MLPerf benchmark
and, in particular, the Inference one.

MLPerf provides access to the benchmark in a git repository which in-
cludes:

• the Load Generator (LoadGen) used to feed the inference query to
the model.

• information regarding the model calibration process.

• the tools for validating the submission.

• the information for all the benchmarks in the suite, including reference
implementations and scripts, to validate the model accuracy.

MLPerf LoadGen is provided as a C++ library with Python bindings,
while the reference implementations and their helper scripts are only meant
to “familiarize” with the benchmark.

After the benchmark round is open, the participants will get the bench-
mark and reimplement the code, optimizing it for their specific software
and hardware. Before the deadline, they will submit all the requested files,
peer-reviewed by the other submitters. Finally, the accepted submissions
will be published in a separate git repository.

The submission structure, defined by the benchmark policies[94], in-
cludes information about the system used, code and instructions to run
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the submission, scripts and configurations used for the submission, and
benchmark results. Looking into these submissions was the first step to try
reproducing the results for the MLPerf Inference benchmark v0.5.

6.1 Reproducing MLPerf Inference: A user
journey

Among the submissions, the Intel OpenVINO framework provides an in-
teresting case. It is an inference engine optimized for Intel devices (CPU,
GPU, VPU, FPGA) [96] which aims to run transparently on any supported
devices with minimal configuration effort.

The original OpenVINO experiments run on Windows or Linux OS sys-
tems. Some README files document the steps to configure the environ-
ment and the experiment to run: reproducing the submission requires an
entirely manual process.

Using the instructions provided, we decided to build the environments
as containers. Starting from the container definition file, it was possible, on
the one hand, to always initiate our tries from a clean environment and, on
the other, to have better confidence about the correctness of the environ-
ment. However, with our little knowledge about the OpenVINO software
and a not completely clear list of actions, e.g., there was no clear indica-
tion about the OpenVINO version to use, it was not easy to understand
the different configurations. For this reason, the first decision was to try
getting more familiar with the tool, installing it following the official docu-
mentation (instead of the MLPerf submission instructions), and adding the
MLPerf LoadGen on top of it.

MLPerf provides the model as part of the inference benchmark, but in
the case of OpenVINO, the user needs to translate the model in a different
format. Still, creating an OpenVINO model starting from the one provided
is well documented and relatively straightforward, thanks to the official
prebuilt OpenVINO Docker containers.

With this first combination of software, i.e. standard OpenVINO +
Intel code + ML LoadGen, the build of the experiment failed because of
some incompatibilities with the OpenVINO version. After acquiring more
knowledge regarding OpenVINO and the errors, we could slightly change
the code to have a first working version.

Nevertheless, changing both hardware and software simultaneously made
it impossible to compare the experiments in terms of performance. So, we
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decided to look at the code which Intel submitted to the sequent MLPerf
inference round: v0.7. This time, the instructions like software versions and
steps were more explicit. Thanks to these instructions and the increased
OpenVINO knowledge, it was possible to reproduce the same environment.
In this submission, Intel used the OpenVINO code only to run the Offline
scenario. Still, since the scenario is just a parameter in their code, we could
use it to run the Single-Stream scenario and compare it with our previous
experiment.

At this point, we could go back to the original experiment and comple-
ment some information we missed in our first try: the MLPerf LoadGen used
was not the standard one, but a version “patched” with two pull requests
in the GitHub repo. Using this different version of MLPerf LoadGen and
building from the OpenVINO version available at the submission time, we
could reproduce the environment configuration of the original experiment
for version v0.5 of MLPerf.

While a machine learning scientist would probably only look for (1) run-
ning the code on his hardware and (2) understanding results compared with
the ones available in the MLPerf submission, would he/she be able or even
interested in going through all these steps to reproduce this experiment?

For each container, we generated both a Docker and a Singularity ver-
sion. A CI pipeline connected to a GitHub repository builds the containers
and pushes them to a container registry. Providing the environment as a
container is helping to reproduce the experiments, but a user would still
need to manage changes manually to both experiment configuration and
systems to use. Those aspects can be simplified using a workflow system.

6.2 Support tools

As discussed in section 7.3, many tools address experiments complexity and
assist reproducibility. In addition, people have already used some of them
to reproduce machine learning experiments and MLPerf benchmarks.

Popper∗ is a framework that helps define and run scientific workflows
leveraging container technology. The tool is built upon the Popper Conven-
tion [97], which suggests following a DevOps approach: (1) select a DevOps
tool for each stage of the experiment, (2) use a Version Control System
to for all the scripts involved and (3) document the experiment changes in
the version control commits. The tool looks mature and follows a similar

∗https://getpopper.io
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approach and motivation we had for our work on [8]. Still, Popper was not
available back then. There is an example on GitHub† using Popper for the
MLPerf training benchmark, but it does not seem more than a try.

Another tool focused on machine learning experiments is the Collective
Knowledge framework (CK) [98]. The idea behind CK is to consider an
experiment as a collection of components that capture the experiment arti-
facts (code, scripts, datasets, models, ...) to be managed through CLI/API
and, thus, easily reused. Moreover, the components are organized as a
database to enable the FAIR‡ principles. Finally, CK officially collaborates
with MLPerf/MLCommons and provides reproducibility studies about the
benchmarks and is actively used for some submissions.

Even the MLPerf community itself has realized the need to have a way to
simplify the execution of the benchmark and help reproducibility. So they
started the development of MLCube™ [99]. [100] describes MLCube as
“a consistent interface to machine learning models in containers like Docker.
Models published with the MLCube interface can be run on local machines,
on various major clouds, or in Kubernetes clusters, all using the same code”.
MLCube aims to help researchers and developers build ML models that
can be easily shared and reproduced. However, even though MLCube is
promising and is currently growing with more and more “runners” added
(ssh, Docker, Singularity, Kubernetes, cloud), it is still at its early stage.

The next chapter will discuss how we overcome the issues faced dur-
ing the MLPerf inference benchmark reproduction using our workflow tool:
prova!. prova! have many aspects in common with other tools managing
the experiment “flow”. Nevertheless, the main difference is for prova! to
have micro-/ and macro-experiment as central concepts: reproducing an ex-
periment and helping users vary one or more of the experiment dimensions
to characterize the software/hardware performance [8]. Furthermore, on the
one hand, its web interface helps manage the experiments and connections
to different remote systems. On the other hand, it shows how it can interact
and extend the prova! backend [101].

†https://github.com/getpopper/mlperf-training-workflows
‡findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable
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Chapter 7

Experiment Challenges in HPC

7.1 Software Stack

With the increasing complexity of the architecture, the software needed to
use and manage them is getting more and more complex. This complexity
comes not only from the software itself but also from all its dependencies.

7.1.1 Environment modules

To help deal with the software complexity in the HPC world, HPC cen-
ters are extensively using Linux modules. A user can quickly “load” and
“unload” a module for specific software and version, being sure that the
“environment” required gets set in the right way. System admins can write
the file describing Environment modules, called modulefile, using the Tool
Command Language (Tcl) or later alternatives. Among those Linux mod-
ules alternatives, it is worth mentioning Lmod: the solution developed at
Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) and based on Lua language.

Even though Environment Modules/Lmod helps manage software in an
HPC environment, they are not trivial to write and update. Furthermore,
manually writing modules representing complex software with many depen-
dencies can become very tedious. For this reason, tools like EasyBuild and
Spack have been built. Both EasyBuild and Spack help automatically in-
stall the software (with all its dependencies) and produce the correspondent
modulefiles for configuring, cleaning, or changing the environment. They
also provide templates for standard software build and installation proce-
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dures and an extensive database of software “recipes” which can be used
as-is or customized based on the need.

7.1.2 Linux containers

Using environment modules, the user must install different software and
versions on a system to switch from one version to another and run var-
ious experiments. This process may take some time and even end up in
conflicts when loading multiple software with different versions of the same
dependency. In this case, a cleaner approach to software management can
be achieved using Linux containers.

From Chroot to Docker revolution

Containers are an OS-level virtualization technology. Unlike Virtual Ma-
chines, they do not require a complete OS and hardware virtualization but
share OS kernel (with other containers) and include all the packages, binary,
and libraries the software users want to run.

The first container technology appeared back in 2000 with FreeBSD
adding their container concept, the Jails, to the OS; this followed the first
OS feature usually considered part of the container world: chroot. Chroot
was introduced in 1979 within the Unix V7 development and added to BSD
in 1982 to test its installation. It allows changing the root directory for
the calling process and its children processes to a different path, creating a
separate and isolated environment called chroot jail.

Later on, the container technologies evolved: the processes running
within a Linux container are isolated from the rest of the system using
namespaces and control groups features provided by the kernel. The
different namespaces will limit the resources, e.g. process IDs (pid), mount
points (mnt), network stack (net), a process can see, while the cgroups limit
the amount of a particular resource (e.g. Memory, CPU, I/O) the process
can use.

If, on the one hand, container solutions like OpenVZ [102], Solaris Con-
tainers [103] and LXC [104] raised the interest in containers, on the other,
the real breakthrough came with Docker.

Docker is an open platform for developing, shipping, and running ap-
plications [105]. It started in 2013, focusing on containers running a single
application/service (application container) instead of combining multiple
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services like in OpenVZ or LXC (OS container), making Docker containers
lighter and more suitable for a microservices architecture.

While previous container technology like LXC may need machine-specific
configuration [106], Docker containers are both hardware and platform ag-
nostic, allowing great portability. Docker containers are built from a “Dock-
erfile”, including the steps (mainly shell commands) needed to configure the
environment in the container. Each of the Dockerfile steps will produce a
layer of the final Docker image, which stores the changes (diff) to the pre-
vious layer. After being built, the container can be easily shared through a
remote registry, both public or private, and re-used or extended by others.

Docker is based on a client-server architecture composed of a daemon
and a client: a Docker daemon process runs on all the hosts used by Docker,
serving the client requests for building, running and distributing the con-
tainer. Only a user with elevated privileges can use Docker CLI commands
by default.

Despite being the most adopted container technology is a clear sign of
its reliability in managing software applications, its usage in the HPC field
shows some concerns like the need for a running daemon and root privileges,
the system overhead [107], and the missing support for workload managers
and parallel storage driver [108].

Containers in HPC

Several technologies appeared to cope with the HPC needs, which Docker
lacks.

Podman Podman [109] is defined as an open-source, “daemonless con-
tainer engine for developing, managing, and running Open Container Ini-
tiative (OCI) [110] containers and container images on your Linux Sys-
tem” [111]. Podman is fully compatible with both the Docker CLI and the
Docker container image format. However, unlike Docker, it does not need a
daemon and, using user namespace mapping of UID/GID, can run in root-
less mode. Podman also has more features not related to the HPC field, like
integration with systemd, which, for example, allows enabling the Podman
API [112] to use Docker-compatible remote container management. At the
same time, it lacks some HPC-related features like easy integration with
MPI or the rootless mode for distributed filesystems [113].
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Shifter Shifter [114] is one of the first attempts to enable Docker con-
tainers in HPC environments, particularly Cray systems. Started back in
2015 by NERSC, it builds a complete architecture to manage the acquisi-
tion and conversion of Docker containers to a common format and be then
used through the workload manager leveraging the Linux chroot operation.
With such an architecture, Shifter shields the system from the security im-
plication of Docker execution without requiring the user to change their
Docker images. Still, its installation/configuration is not straightforward
and highly tight to Cray systems, making it hard to use in other environ-
ments.

Charliecloud Charliecloud is a lightweight, open-source user-defined
software stack (UDSS) implementation for HPC centers with the design
goals of (1) providing a standard, interoperable and reproducible workflow,
(2) running on existing HPC hardware and software with minimal changes,
and (3) be straightforward [115].

The UDSS get built as a container starting from a standard Dockerfile
using Docker or other container builder tools, e.g. Buildah [116], as an
independent Linux filesystem tree. To manage the UDSS container, Char-
liecloud leverages only two Linux namespaces, i.e. user and mount, and no
control groups at all: the user namespace allows to map UID/GID used in
the container to the real UID/GID for the user on the host, while the mount
can bind-mount path from the host to the container. This approach guar-
antees the minimum functionalities needed in HPC environments without
needing a daemon or elevated privileges.

Singularity Singularity is an open-source project started in 2015 at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory to “bring containers and repro-
ducibility to scientific computing” [117]. The Singularity container tech-
nology specifically targets HPC systems providing support for MPI, Infini-
band, GPU, integration with workload managers, and avoiding privilege
escalation. As for the other Docker HPC alternatives, it does not need a
daemon.

Singularity containers are usually built starting from a Singularity def-
inition file, equivalent to a Dockerfile, and stored as a single file using the
so-called Singularity Image Format. Moreover, Singularity provides support
to Docker containers, which gets automatically translated prior to their ex-
ecution.

It supplies three configurations for non-root execution:
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• setuid: the runtime binary “temporarily” gains root privileges to ex-
ecute operations that need privileges like filesystem loop mounts.

• user namespace: it maps all files in the container filesystem to the
same unprivileged user running on the host and all the bind-mounted
paths belonging to other users to nobody/nogroup. It only works with
a Linux filesystem tree container (sandbox mode).

• fakeroot: still uses user namespace but need UID/GID mapping for
the user to allow acting as a different user (including root) in the con-
tainer. It only works with a Linux filesystem tree container (sandbox
mode).

SARUS A more recent effort for an HPC-specific container technology
is called Sarus [108]. Developed at CSCS in 2019, Sarus aims to run Linux
containers compatible with open standards, i.e. Open Container Initiative
(OCI), and address HPC systems needs.

Like Shifter, Sarus can start from Docker containers (based on OCI
standard), converting them to a custom format (Sarus-specific in this case).
On top of this, it adds the OCI Hook to the OCI Runtime to add support for
HPC-related needs like support for MPI, GPU, SSH or workload manager.

Even though the described container technologies can present different
pros and cons, they all have an explicit interest in integrating this technology
into the HPC world, showing a firm trust in this approach for software stack
management.

7.2 HPC Systems Interaction

Beyond the complexity given by configuring and programming specific hard-
ware used for deep learning experiments (see section 3.3), a challenge for
an experiment can be related to how users access and interact with those
devices. These specific deep learning devices are typically available in data
centers or HPC clusters and accessible via a remote connection. The most
common way to access them is through an SSH connection and interact us-
ing shell commands which not all users may be familiar with and probably
not even something they would like to deal with. Scientists working with
machine learning are used to powerful workstations (possibly equipped with
GPU accelerators) under their desks and high-level support such as given by
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Python and R environments. Using a remote system can be challenging for
them. For instance, tools like Jupyter Notebook and RStudio can expose a
web application as an “interface” to the execution system to alleviate those
issues. In this case, the users can access and program systems remotely
using their favourite application through a simple web browser.

The other challenge related to the execution environment is managing
the resources needed for the experiment. In the case of an owned system
and with exclusive access granted, this issue may not be critical. However,
it may still be helpful to have a way to limit resources used by the exper-
iment so that the user can, for example, test how effectively the resources
are being used (scaling analysis). Instead, when dealing with HPCs, the
massive amount of the computational power provided will be assigned to
various workloads. Rarely a single experiment will need to access the entire
pool of resources and certainly not in a continuous manner. For example,
even if the single phases of an experiment may require different amounts of
resources: generating data is likely to have a greater demand for resources
than analyzing it.

The access to these shared resources is usually managed through a work-
load manager, also called a scheduler, and the user is asked to interface
with it, which may not be an easy task for all users. In addition, more
workload management solutions exist, and the user may have to handle
different schedulers when interfacing with multiple systems. Even though
Slurm seems to be the scheduler taking the lead [118], not all users might
find it trivial to deal with it. Moreover, the growing interest in Linux
containers, discussed in the previous section, is driving the adoption of
container-focused workload managers, such as Kubernetes, also in the HPC
field [119][120][121][122]. A possible solution is to provide a scheduler-
agnostic way to allocate resources to help users interact with current HPC
systems and support the possible evolution of workload managers.

7.3 Experiment Workflow

We can manage the steps needed to carry on an experiment in different
ways based on their complexity: we could use from a few simple scripts to
complicated tool-managed workflow. A usual experiment workflow includes
multiple phases, from the preparation (data, code, parameters) to the actual
execution, to gathering the results and generating a report. Furthermore,
each phase may be composed of multiple steps and need to exchange infor-
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mation, raising the workflow complexity. Moreover, we need to store the
precise configuration of the experiment so that we can (1) reproduce, (2)
analyze, and (3) customize it. In fact, if we want to understand the perfor-
mance behaviour of an experiment, we cannot only analyze the results for
a specific fixed configuration but need to test various combinations.

There are many workflow tools available with different characteristics
and focus. In our previous work [2], we analyzed several workflow manage-
ment systems (WfMS) proposed to describe the workflow of an application
and make it reproducible.

Some WfMSs, mainly spread in natural science, like Galaxy [123], can
manage complex computational biology and bioinformatics workflows by
integrating data acquisition, derivation, analysis, and visualization as ex-
ecutable components throughout the scientific exploration process, while
others may have a focus on the HPC field: Pathway [124] is a tool for
designing and executing performance engineering workflows for HPC appli-
cations, DataMill [125] is a community-based easy-to-use services-oriented
open benchmarking infrastructure for performance evaluation, which facil-
itates producing robust, reliable, and reproducible results. It provides a
platform for investigating interactions and composition of hidden factors
affecting the performance measurements, such as binary link order, process
environment size, compiler-generated randomized symbol names, or group
scheduler assignments. Besides the ones discussed in our previous work, also
in the machine learning field, there are many workflow tools available, such
as Airflow [126] or MLFlow [127], which are defined as “platforms” created
to manage the workflows and enhance reproducibility.

Since working with complex systems and architectures, a workflow tool
should also help to collect system information during the experiment execu-
tion, which can be later used to (1) understand the experiment outcomes,
(2) detect possible sources of misbehaviours. While these tools identify
many useful features one needs, none of them enables one to undertake per-
formance experiments, targeting both reproducible results and reproducible
performance and easy access to the resources.





Chapter 8

PROVA! 1.0: Performance
Reproduction of Various
Applications

8.1 Definition and Motivation

The challenges regarding experiments (Chapter 7) and their reproducibility
(Chapter 4), together with the necessity of having a way to manage different
and increasingly complex post-moore hardware (Chapter 2), are the main
reasons behind the tool we developed.

The prova! project aims to help the user in his journey to deliver re-
producible research by hiding the complexity of the environment and the
maintenance of the software stack, storing valuable information about the
system used to carry on an experiment and the experiment configuration
details.

prova! was born to manage high-performance computing experiments
like stencil experiments [3][128]. Still, we recently added some new features
such as the container (see Section 9.2) support and the driver mode (see
Section 9.3) to make it more flexible for other research fields.

8.1.1 Contributions to the Project

prova! is a project started within the high-performance and web com-
puting team with the collaboration of Danilo Guerrera. The definitions of
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the experiment taxonomy and reproducibility levels were produced together
with him. In the initial version of prova!, he concentrated on managing
the software environment through Linux modules and scientific software
management tools and executing the jobs on a parallel machine. At the
same time, I implemented the code around the collection of results and
performance graph generation for the experiment and the design and im-
plementation of the prova! web application (Section 8.2.2). Chapter 9 will
discuss the new version of prova!, which I designed and implemented, im-
proving some existing features and adding new ones like container support
and driver mode.

8.2 Architecture

prova! does not require any specific configuration of the remote systems
and can interface different systems: from an HPC cluster with both tra-
ditional and accelerators resource requestable through a job scheduler to a
single node machine possibly, as well, connected to some accelerators to an
HPC cluster with only CPU nodes (see figure 8.1).

The prova! architecture is mainly composed of an Experiment Man-
agement Tool and a web application. The Experiment Management
Tool represents the core of prova!. It must be installed on each system
the user wants to run an experiment and needs to be accessible through an
SSH connection, usually to a front-end machine. The web application com-
prises an Experiment and Analysis Server, which manages the experiment
by communicating with the remote prova! installation, and a web inter-
face. Differently from the Experiment Management Tool, the deployment of
the prova! Experiment and Analysis Server is not needed for each remote
system since it can access multiple of those, and, likewise, the same remote
system can be accessed by multiple prova! web servers. Finally, a prova!
web application can serve multiple users, which means that, in principle, it
could even be deployed by a third-party and provided as-a-Service so that
users only need to create an account and start setting up their remote con-
nections. Even though the prova! web application provides a default web
UI, this is just a “view” for the information generated by the Experiments
and Analysis Server. That is why it would be possible to replace the web
UI with a different existing tool that communicate to the web server using
HTTP requests. We presented this possibility in [101] using Jupyter [129]
as a proof-of-concept interface integrated with prova!.
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Figure 8.1: prova! architecture: High-level view
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8.2.1 The PROVA! Framework

The remote system where the user wants to run his experiment needs to
have the prova! framework installed in a path accessible by all the machines
which will need to run the experiment (usually a shared filesystem). The
user with a valid account on the remote system can connect and use the
prova! CLI to manage his projects and experiments.

The framework consists of a collection of bash and python scripts that
can be installed at the system level (by a superuser/admin) and shared
with all the users or in a private path (by a normal user). The user needs to
specify if he wants to use prova! with EasyBuild modules (section 7.1.1):
he can either install EasyBuild through prova! or specify another existing
EasyBuild installation. Instead, if the user only wanted to use software
through Linux containers (section 7.1.2), the prova! installer will download
its dependencies as a container. The details for the container support in
prova! will be discussed in Section 9.2.

After the prova! framework installation is over, the user can start exe-
cuting the workflow command and its subcommands. As shown in figure 8.2,
the main prova! folder contains the workflow command, which will call a
script from the scripts folder based on the action a user wants to execute.
Using the web UI, the user can execute most of the commands. The only
commands which need to be executed from the prova! CLI are the ones
related to the methodTypes’ installation.

The role of a methodType is to manage the software needed by a specific
method. Apart from installing the software and its dependencies, it defines
the scripts used by prova! to set up, compile and run the method with
that methodType (see figure 8.2). For example, suppose a user develops a
method using the C language, the correspondent methodType could (1) in-
stall a GCC compiler through a procedure defined in the install script, (2)
define a setup params script which creates a header file with the parame-
ters’ values, (3) include a compile script which runs the GCC command to
compile the code and (4) a run script which runs the executable generated
by the compile script.
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 prova!
workflow
 driver
 methodType avail

 methodType x
.methodType
compile - optional
install - optional
run
setup params - optional
 src

 ...
 methodType installed
 scripts

build graph
compile
experiment
gather outputs
job manager
method
methodType
project
run
run exp
 scheduler

 sched i
compile
run
gather
submit
manage exp - optional

 ...
 software
 util

install prova
...

Figure 8.2: Structure of the prova! framework
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The methodType information used by those scripts are stored in the
methodType descriptor file, named .methodType, which is structured as
follow:

• name: A unique name for the methodType.

• eb modules: The list of EasyBuild modules needed by the method-
Type.

• container: The object containing the information about the con-
tainer needed by the methodType (Section 9.2).

• version: A string representing the methodType version.

• comment: A comment/description for the methodType.

The methodType subcommand, by default, acts on methodType avail
and methodType installed folders in the prova! root directory and, thus,
may need to be run by the system admin. Any user on the system may
utilize the methodTypes installed in the prova! root directory, but prova!
also gives the possibility to create them in the user workspace (figure 8.3).
In this case, the methodTypes will be private to the user and not shared.

A user can also execute the other commands after being connected to
the remote system. However, in the majority of the cases, those run from
the prova! web application (Section 8.2.2): based on the value selected in
the prova! UI, the prova! commands get built and sent for execution on
a remote system. This way, the user will be shielded from the commands’
complexity. The only requirement is for the remote system to be accessi-
ble by the web application. We can logically divide the possible workflow
subcommands (see scripts folder in figure 8.2) into groups based on the
functionalities provided: development (project, method), experiment (com-
pile, run, gather output, run exp), scheduler (job manager, scheduler) and
visualization (experiment, build graph).

The commands used for developing an experiment are project and
method, which serve the CRUD actions. Following our experiment tax-
onomy (Section 4.1), to solve a problem, a user can create a project in
prova!, including the specification of its parameters. The project informa-
tion is stored in a descriptor that has the following fields:

• name: A unique name for the project.

• type: A string to define if the project is using a driver.

• parameters:
– names: An ordered list of the parameters’ names.
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 methodType avail
 methodType installed

 project x
.project
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 src
 tmp
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Figure 8.3: Structure of a prova! workspace
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– defaults: An ordered list of the parameters’ defult values.

• threads: The default value for the total number of processes re-
quested by the experiment.

• metrics: The list of possible metrics available as output of the ex-
periment execution.

• lineselector: A string used to identify the line containing the output
results.

• comment: A comment/description for the project.

The second step is to create one or more methods that represent the
solution to the problem, which we identify with a method. A method in
prova! includes a specific methodType which defines the software needed
by the method (software part of a system) and the scripts to manage the
phases of an experiment on the remote system (hardware part of a system).
Apart from the actual implementation, which completely depends on the
user, the descriptor of a method includes the follows:

• name: A unique name for the method.

• type: A string defining the name of the methodType used.

• local: A “true”/“false” string defining if the method is using a local or
system methodType

• comment: A comment/description for the method.

After the user adds a method, he can test it by running a compile/run
command: prova! will use the compile and run scripts together with the
corresponding compile and run scripts specific to the methodType and ex-
ecute the test against the default parameter values specified in the project
descriptor. The user can repeat this for all the methods added to the project
and start a micro-/macro-experiment.

The command to run the experiment, i.e., run exp, will take the user-
defined list of parameters and values and run the experiment workflow (com-
pile → run → gather outputs) for each possible combination of the parame-
ters’ values. The gather outputs script will use the lineselector string and
the metrics list to build a JSON object with the results, while the last step
of the run exp script will be saving an experiment descriptor including all
the experiment details needed to reproduce it in the future (Section 9.1.2):

• date: A unique “date/time” string to identify the experiment

• project name: The name of the project used for the experiment.
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• methods: The list of methods used for the experiment.

• par names: An ordered list of parameters’ name used for the exper-
iment.

• parameters: An ordered list of the parameters’ values used for each
of the experiment’s parameters.

• nthreads: A list of the total number of processes to request for dif-
ferent runs on the experiment.

• pin strat: A string defining different possible pinning strategies for
the threads/processes to the system cores.

• executions: The number of times to repeat an experiment execution.

• scheduler: The name of the scheduler available on the system.

• use mt: A “0”/“1” string specifying if the experiment used (1) or not
(0) multithreading.

• reproid: A “date/time” string identifying the master experiment if
the current experiment has been reproduced from another experiment.

• reproduced: An array of “date/time” strings identifying the exper-
iments reproduced from the current one in case the this is a master
experiment.

If a remote system requires a job scheduler, prova! can run all the
experiment-related commands through the scheduler adding the “job ” pre-
fix to the command. In this case, the job manager script will figure out the
scheduler configured for the remote system and use the proper job scheduler
interface from the scheduler folder (see figure 8.2). A job interface should
include a wrapper for the compile, run, and gather commands to create
the corresponding job script and submit it to the job queue. Moreover,
prova! can provide advanced job management whose logic can be added
to the manage exp script for some job schedulers. More details about the
advanced job scheduler management will be discussed in Section 9.1.1.

Once the experiment terminates and its results are written, it is possi-
ble to use the experiment command to visualize, delete or reproduce it
(Section 9.1.2) and the build graph command to visualize the experiment
results (Section 9.1.3).
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8.2.2 The PROVA! Web Application

The prova! web application uses the Node.js runtime environment [130],
allowing the server and client-side of a web application to use one pro-
gramming language: Javascript. The web application architecture is based
on MVC pattern: the user accesses the web application through a web
browser, the HTTP requests get routed (Express.js [131]) to the appropri-
ate controller, which will get the model information either from the DB
(user information) or sending a request to the prova! backend installed on
the remote system (experiment information). The controller uses then the
model and the view template to build the final view and send the response
to the browser (figure 8.4).

Router

Controller

ssh module

DB

Client

Remote 
system

Experiment model

Session 
information

View 
template

Persistence 
handlerDB

User model

Figure 8.4: prova! web application architecture: MVC pattern.

To access the prova! web application, the user needs to create an ac-
count: the user credentials and the remote system connections configura-
tions are the only information stored in the web application DB.

The primary function of the web application is delivered by the Ex-
periment and Analysis Server (server-side of the application), which needs
to communicate to the remote system to send commands to execute and
receive back the data to visualize. After an authenticated user configures
an ssh connection to the remote system, the Node.js server can use it to
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send both synchronous and asynchronous commands. The synchronous
commands get “static” information regarding the remote prova! installa-
tion, e.g., the methodTypes installed, and the user workspace, e.g., existing
prova! projects. In contrast, the asynchronous ones are used to start com-
mands which require a longer execution time, e.g., experiment execution.

The outputs of the synchronous commands appear directly into the
view. However, for the asynchronous commands, we implemented a publish-
subscribe pattern using socket.io [132]: after firing the remote command,
the view only receives a confirmation that the command was started and
joins a room (subscribe action), in the meantime, the server keeps listening
to the command output forwarding the outputs as messages in the room
(publish action) as soon as it receives it. The view gets the messages from
the room and updates the page content. Even if the user closes the browser
and comes back later to the web application, the first action done by the
view is to subscribe again to its room to check if there is any previous
command still executing.

The web application has seven view pages:

• Profile: CRUD operations for a user

• Configurations: CRUD operations for an ssh remote connections

• Project: CRUD operations for a project

• Method: CRUD operations for a method

• Experiments: Configure and submit an experiment

• Visualization: Visualize, reproduce or delete an existing experiment

• RemoteShell: Open a shell view on the remote system

The profile and configuration pages map to the user object stored in the
web application persistence layer, while the other pages are specific to each
connection configured by a user and populated with the information from
the remote system. When the user gets access to the web application, he
should first configure a remote connection entering the information in the
configuration view page (see figure 8.5). The ssh module of the web appli-
cation will try to establish a connection using the configuration provided
and, in case of success, store the configuration for future usage.

After the user configures a proper connection to a remote system and
connects to it, he can start working on his remote workspace directly from
the UI, creating a project from the and then adding new methods using
the correspondent views. Figure 8.6 shows an example of the method view.
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Figure 8.5: prova! web UI: Configuration view

There is information about the current systems in use on the right side,
while on the left side, there is the main content of the page: the method.
The user needs to specify the name for the project to which he wants to
add the method and the method type. That information is based on the
current connection and retrieved from the remote system.

Figure 8.6: prova! web UI: Method view for the method creation

From the “Edit Method” tab in the method view (see figure 8.7a), the
user has the details of the method he created and can edit the sources in
the method directly in the web browser (see figure 8.7b). Instead, it is not
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possible to change the methodType used during the method creation since
the default files and configurations depend on it: in this case, the user would
need to create a new method.

(a) Method view for editing an existing
method.

(b) File editor in the method view.

Figure 8.7: Example of method settings and sources edit in the prova!
web UI.

In order to test the method he created, the user has “Compile” and
“Compile&Run” buttons in the same method view (figure 8.7a) he can use.
The web application will build the correspondent commands described in
the previous section and send them for execution on the remote machine
showing the results on the page in an output area.

After implementing and testing the methods, the user can proceed with
the experiment configuration and execution. The different sections of the
experiment view page are mapping out experiment taxonomy: Problem
(project + parameters), Method (one or more methods implemented) and
System (threads configuration for the resources to request on the remote
system) as shown in figure 8.8. The experiment configuration includes the
threads/processes pinning configuration (already discussed in [128]) and
the job scheduler. The latter allows the user to define the settings for the
scheduler specified during the remote connection creation:

• #ofNodes: The total number of nodes to request.

• Configuration: A string in [“Thread only”, “MPI only”, “Hybrid”] to
manage the processes/threads configuration.

• Multithread: A “ON”/“OFF” string to activate/deactivate simulta-
neous multi-threading.
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• Partition: A string representing the partition/queue name to use.

• Walltime: A string representing the time expected the job will need.

• Memory: A string representing amount of memory to request for the
job.

• #ofGPUs: Total number of GPUs to request.
In case of direct execution of the experiment, the output will be

prompted into the “Command Response” area while generated. Otherwise,
in the case of using the job scheduler, prova! will show the IDs of the jobs
created so that the user can check the job in execution from the interface
to know when the experiment terminates.

The last step for the user is to check the experiment results from the
visualization page. When selecting an experiment choosing a date and time,
the experiment details show (figure 8.9a), and the user can configure the
parameters/methods/threads combinations to visualize in the graph and the
chosen metric. After selecting more graph options like the kind of values
(min/max vs std.dev.) or what to show as Series or Category to use for the
final plot, the graph view will look similar to figure 8.9b.
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Figure 8.8: prova! web UI: Example of an experiment’s configuration
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(a) Configure the experiment result data
to show in the graph.

(b) Configure the graph format.

Figure 8.9: Configuration and generation of the result graph from the
prova! web UI.
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PROVA! 2.0: Extensions

9.1 Feature enhancements

9.1.1 Job scheduler management

As shown in section 8.2, prova! can interface with different execution sys-
tems using a job scheduler. That is fundamental since the default way of
interacting with an HPC system is through a job scheduler. prova! can
pack the experiment to execute into a job script and submit it to one of the
supported schedulers: Slurm, SGE/UGE and PBS. Since using only a few
scheduler commands to submit, list, and kill jobs, it is trivial to add more
schedulers.

Even though three job schedulers are supported, when using prova!
with Slurm, it is possible to get some more advanced job scheduling be-
haviour for the experiment. Using job the dependency feature in Slurm,
prova! splits the experiment steps for different methods and system con-
figurations into multiple independent jobs, which improves (1) the system
resource utilization since each job can customize the amount of resources
requested and, because of the possibility of the jobs running in parallel, (2)
the overall execution time (especially for experiments requesting a small
subset of the complete system resources).

Following the experiment taxonomy of section 4.1, let us consider a
problem Exp consisting of two methods, M1 and M2 and two systems,
S1 and S2. Let the problem also have two parameters, Px and Py, which
can take two values. Figure 9.1 shows how prova! would manage the job
submission in such a situation.
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Figure 9.1: prova! experiment job management in case of two methods
(M1, M2), two parameters (Px, Py) with two possible values each, and two
system configurations (S1, S2).

The first two job scripts (Job 1 and Job 2) will contain the steps to
compile each experiment’s method using all the possible parameters com-
binations. Since the compilation may not require the same resources re-
quested by the execution step of the experiment, these jobs can allocate a
different amount of resources for each step, i.e., a lower amount in case of
the compilation, which optimize the system usage.

Job 1, compiling the method M1, is a dependency for Job 3 and Job 4,
which will execute the same method M1 only after Job 1 has successfully
terminated. Also, for the run phase, prova! can set up different jobs based
on the system configuration S1 or S2 and submit those jobs in parallel:
if the system configurations require a different amount of resources, the
experiment will have a better resource allocation and, most likely, a shorter
execution time. Furthermore, for the method M2, prova! will generate two
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jobs for the run phase (Job 5 and Job 6) which depend on the job executing
the compilation phase (Job 2).

Finally, the jobs submitted for the run step are considered a dependency
for the Job 7, which will gather all the logs/outputs from the different
execution and create a “results” file. To avoid an error occurring in one of
the experiment runs, the dependencies defined for the last job (Job 7) is
different from the rest: it get satisfied at the end of all the previous jobs,
like in the previous case, but even if only one of the jobs it depends on end
successfully.

9.1.2 Experiment reproduction

The way prova! manages the experiment and their reproduction has im-
proved. Even though experiment reproduction has always been the main
focus of prova!, in the first version of prova!, a scientist who wanted to
reproduce a prova! experiment had to get the information contained in the
prova! experiment descriptor and use them to reconfigure the experiment
manually.

In the new version, it is possible to repeat (see section 4.2) an experiment
with a single command and compare the reproduced experiments against
the original and among them. prova! creates a bi-directional reference
between the “master” and the “reproduced” experiment(s) to simplify their
comparison through the experiment visualizer, as shown in figure 9.2.

Figure 9.2: prova! web UI: Experiment selection in the visualization page

Figure 9.2 shows the different parts of the experiment selection in the
prova! UI: after selecting an experiment based on the date and time of its
execution (box 1), it is possible to delete or reproduce it using some action
buttons (box 2). For reproduced experiments, the information appears on
the page, and an action button can help the user switch to the master
experiment (box 3).
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When the user selects the “Reproduce Experiment” action, prova! clones
the experiment structure (see figure 8.3) into a new experiment and exe-
cutes it applying the same workflow commands used for the original ex-
periment, including, in case of scheduled executions, the submission of the
same job scripts used in the original execution flow. At the end of the
execution, prova! updates the dependencies among the reproduced exper-
iments, which can be then used in the visualization page to build a new
performance graph.

9.1.3 Experiment visualization and graph builder

The enhanced version of the experiment visualizer allows the scientist to
specify the experiment characteristics like parameters, methods, system (see
figure 8.9a), and other possible executions of the same experiment allowing
comparison as discussed in the previous section.

The experiment elements a user can choose for the graph builder are:
• Parameters: List of parameters’ configurations run against the ex-

periment.

• Method: List of methods executed during the experiment.

• Threads: List of processes number combinations requested by the
experiment.

• Reproduced experiments: List of repetitions for an experiment (if
present).

Since the graph builder will create a 2D histogram graph, only 2 of those
elements can vary. For all the others, the user must select a specific fixed
value. It is then possible to choose which “variable” element will be used
as “category” (different groups for the X-axes) and which as ‘series” (bars
for each category on the X-axes) in the generated graph. Figure 9.3 shows
how to configure the graph builder to compare different replication of the
experiment; selecting a reproduced experiment (box 1), the graph builder
will show the “Reproduced experiments” as a selectable entry for Series or
Category (box 2).

Figure 9.4 shows an example of a graph generated using reproduced ex-
periments as series and methods as category: at the top, we find the
project parameters and their values (fixed elements) followed by the selected
experiments (series), and at the bottom, on the X axes, the implemented
methods (categories).
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Figure 9.3: prova! web UI: Reproduced experiment in the visualization
page

Figure 9.4: prova! web UI: Example of graph comparing different repro-
duction of an experiment
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9.2 Containers support

The way prova! provide to handle the experiment software complexity
(see section 7.1) is through the definition of a method type. Initially, a
method type in prova! could manage the software needed by the exper-
iment only using the Linux environmental modules leveraging EasyBuild
(see section 7.1.1).

As discussed in section 7.1.2, there are quite some benefits in using
containers when dealing with software complexity which convinced us to
add container support in prova!. In the meantime, EasyBuild integration
is still available, and, if needed, it is possible to use it in combination with
containers (for example, if the container software requires to load a specific
module for it).

In the methodType descriptor, we need a container section that includes
the following information:

• executable: Container client executable (ex. docker, singularity).

• cmd: Command to pass to the container client executable (ex. run,
exec).

• runtime: Option needed by a specific runtime (ex. “--nv/--gpus” to
enable GPU usage in “Singularity/Docker”).

• options: Other options to pass to the container command.

• url: Remote container location (ex. “docker://ubuntu” to use public
docker image of Ubuntu OS in Singularity).

• imgdir: Path where to download the container image (Singularity
only).

• img: Name of the downloaded container image (Singularity only).
Based on those values, prova! exports the environment variables used

by compile and run scripts during the experiment compilation and execution
phases.

For instance, prova! constructs and exports the CONTAINER CMD
environment variable (see listing 9.1), which a user can prepend to the
command running the experiment and use other container variables like
IMAGE URL and IMAGE PATH to pull the container before using it (see
listing 9.2).

Listing 9.2 shows how to use the CONTAINER CMD environment vari-
able, constructed and exported by prova! (see listing 9.1), to adapt the
command used to run the experiment and other container variables like
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...
CONTAINER_EXE=`echo ${container_info} | jq -r '.executable '`
CONTAINER_CMD=`echo ${container_info} | jq -r '.cmd'`
CONTAINER_RTM=`echo ${container_info} | jq -r '.runtime '`
CONTAINER_OPTS=`echo ${container_info} | jq -r '.options '`
export CONTAINER_CMD="${CONTAINER_EXE} ${CONTAINER_CMD} \
${CONTAINER_RTM} ${CONTAINER_OPTS}"
...

Listing 9.1: CONTAINER CMD variable constructed by the prova! com-
pile script.

IMAGE URL and IMAGE PATH to pull the container before the command
execution.

Since primarily targeting HPC systems, we focus on Singularity con-
tainer technology, the most used in the field. Nevertheless, prova! container
support has been developed to be generic and used directly (or with minor
adaptations) with other container technologies like Docker or Podman (see
section 7.1.2).

...
if [ ! -f ${IMAGE_PATH} ]; then

echo "Singularity image not found , pulling it from library"
if [ ! -d ${IMAGE_PATH %/*} ]; then

mkdir -p ${IMAGE_PATH %/*}
fi
singularity pull ${IMAGE_PATH} ${IMAGE_URL} > /dev/null
echo "singularity pull completed"

fi
${CONTAINER_CMD} ${IMAGE_PATH} mycommand
...

Listing 9.2: An example of using Singularity command in a prova! run
script.

9.3 Driver mode

An experiment expressed as a ⟨Problem, Method, System⟩ 3-tuple can be
implemented as a micro-/macro-experiment in prova! (Section 4.1). How-
ever, predefined experiments like a benchmark can be repetitive in terms
of configuration and parameters to set. In this situation, it is helpful to
represent the experiment as a “driver”.

A driver in prova! is a predefined project type (similar to a template)
that allows users to have a base working experiment that can be customized
and used as a starting point for possible experiment variations. It includes
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the default experiment configurations, the output/metrics generated by the
experiment, and the scripts needed to manage the whole experiment work-
flow. Once created, the user can share the prova! driver with others having
the same needs.

The driver structure is shown in figure 9.5: the mandatory elements for
a driver are the descriptor and the script used to run the experiment, the
other scripts are optional, and prova! will not check for their presence. For
example, by default, prova! copies the driver files to the installation folder
and possibly run the driver install script. If that driver does not require
any particular installation step, the install script can be omitted.

 driver/version

descriptor.json

install - optional

 methodType
 MT 1

.methodType
compile - optional
install - optional
run - optional
setup params - optional
writeoutput - optional

 src
 ...
 MT N

 scripts
compile - optional
run
setup params - optional
writeoutput - optional

Figure 9.5: Structure of a driver folder in prova!

A driver descriptor includes all the information related to a driver. This
JSON file extends the prova! project descriptor presented in section 8.2.1.

Besides the fields inherited from the project, i.e., name, version, pa-
rameters, threads, metrics and lineselector, a descriptor may contain more
driver-specific information needed for handling the experiment, e.g., it can
be helpful to define the different possible datasets to be used or also the
code repository URL.
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After the self-explanatory name and version in the driver descriptor, we
have the parameters block, which includes all the parameters used as input
or as configuration for the experiment and the details for each of them.

The parameters are, obviously, driver-specific, but their structure usu-
ally includes:

• default: A default value for the parameter.

• values: A list of predefined values for the parameter (optional).

• mode: A string defining how to use the parameter (optional). For
example, use "export" to specify to export the parameter as an envi-
ronment variable.

• type: A string defining the parameter’s data type (optional).
The only parameter’s information used directly by prova! are the list

of possible values and the default: the first suggests to the user the possi-
ble selectable values in the prova! UI for a specific parameter, the second
defines the default values for the parameter in case the user does not specify
them. Even though the prova! workflow is not directly using other param-
eters’ information from the parameter’s block, it will read those values and
make them available to the driver-specific experiment scripts.

The number of threads represents a particular parameter since it helps
request the proper amount of resources for the experiment execution, that is
why prova! treats it separately, and the driver descriptor defines a default
value for it. Moreover, prova! will always expect the Threads parameter
to be defined.

The driver descriptor continues with another critical driver-specific ele-
ment: the metrics field. The way a metric gets extracted from the output
depends only on the driver, and the structure of a metric cannot, as well,
be generalized and need to be custom to the specific driver.

Finally, the lineselector field defines the string used to filter the output,
telling prova! which output lines contain the results to parse.

Since the driver can be a collection of multiple applications (like in the
case of a benchmark suite), all the software needed to run each driver appli-
cation or different implementation of an application is managed by defining
a methodType. Like for a usual prova! methodType (see section 8.2.1),
it includes the installation script and the experiment workflow scripts spe-
cific to a software/hardware combination: setup params, compile, run, but
also a writeoutput script which makes use of the lineselector and metrics
information to filter the “raw” logs and generate the final output file used
during the gather step to produce the result data.
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When a methodType does not require special steps for managing the
experiment workflow, the script in the methodType path is not needed,
and prova! will use the ones present in the scripts folder of the main
driver path (see figure 9.5). In a driver, the methodType contains a basic
implementation of the driver application managed by it, which prova! will
copy inside the source folder of a method during its creation as the starting
point for the final method implementation.

To create a project from an existing driver, the user will define the
project type as “driver” and select the name and version for the driver he
wants to use among the ones installed on the remote system, as shown in
figure 9.6 (box 1).

At this point, based on the driver selection, the information stored in the
driver descriptor is loaded into the prova! UI as shown in figure 9.6: they
can be either configured as for the default parameters (box 2) or customized
as for the user-defined parameters (box 3) or the “metric/output selector”
(box 4).

The creation of a project of driver type will also affect the method
creation, and the prova! method view in the web UI will only show the
methodTypes available for the driver selected in the project definition (see
figure 9.7)

Knowing all those configurations and information, prova! will distin-
guish its actions based on the project type following either the base or the
driver experiment workflow.
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Figure 9.6: prova! web UI: Driver mode configuration for a new project

Figure 9.7: prova! web UI: Driver method’s type for a new method





Chapter 10

PROVA! as Deep Learning
Benchmark Driver: MLPerf
Inference Example

10.1 Driver design

We needed to both adapt our framework add the driver mode support (see
section 9.3) and define the driver in a “generic” way so that the same ap-
proach can be reused for other drivers in the future. The decision for our
first prova! driver fell on the MLPerf Inference benchmark [44] for three
main reasons: (1) Involving not only the code to benchmark but also the
LoadGen component makes it more interesting from the “integration” per-
spective, (2) this benchmark provided, beyond the reference implementa-
tions, some “helper” scripts to run it which made it easier to start with
and (3) inference requires less powerful resources and time to execute, this
allowed us to test the new approach quickly.

We thought about different approaches with an increasing degree of inte-
gration with the prova! components: project, method (methodType) and
system.

Approach 1: MLPerf as a project

In this approach, the project is generic for an MLPerf benchmark which
could be any of the available suites, the method will represent the chosen
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suite and the task, framework, device, and other settings are all considered
parameters to configure.

Here is an example of the prova! components mapping:
• Project: MLPerf

• Method: MLPerf Inference

• MethodType: MLPerf Inference

• System: GPU workstation

• Parameters
– Model: SSD-Mobilenet v1

– Framework: Tensorflow

– Device: GPU

– Dataset: coco2017

– Scenario: SingleStream
However, this mode is an evident “misuse” of prova! since we are not

mapping the experiments’ elements (Project, Method, System) to prova!
but just adding all to a script and running the whole experiment. The
other problem is to have a "golden" methodType that should be able to
manage any possible combination of ML tasks, frameworks and devices,
which would probably not be feasible, at least not if we want to have a
minimum of flexibility.

Approach 2: MLPerf Inference as project

In the second approach, we consider configuring a project for a specific
benchmark suite and moving one element of the benchmark experiment
into prova!, i.e., the ML task.

A possible mapping of the prova! components would look like this:
• Project: MLPerf Inference

• Method: Object Detection Light

• MethodType: Object Detection Light

• System: GPU workstation

• Model: SSD-Mobilenet v1

• Dataset: coco2017

• Parameters
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– Framework: Tensorflow

– Device: GPU

– Scenario: SingleStream
Since the ML task to execute is mapped as a method, both the model

and the dataset are no longer “open” parameters and can be inferred from
the method. Nevertheless, even in this second approach, we have an issue
regarding a MethodType managing any possible ML framework to run,
which is not quite handy and still does not have a good mapping with the
prova! experiment elements.

Approach 3: MLPerf Inference task as project

In the last approach, we configure a prova! project to manage single ML
tasks which represent the problem we want to solve, like in a usual prova!
project, and fixes the model and dataset at the project level. The method
is a single ML framework representing one possible solution to the problem,
like the method in the experiment taxonomy, and, in the meantime, it fixes
the MethodType, which can include a single software with a specific version
configured for a particular device.

The example of prova! components mapping using the final driver ap-
proach would be:

• Project: Object Detection Light

• Method: Tensorflow-2.4.0

• MethodType: Tensorflow-2.4.0

• System: GPU workstation

• Model: SSD-Mobilenet v1

• Dataset: coco2017

• Framework: Tensorflow

• Device: GPU

• Parameters
– Scenario: SingleStream

The only parameter left is the scenario we will configure during our
experiment. In the case of the MLPerf Inference benchmark, other param-
eters for the ML tasks are in a couple of configuration files: mlperf.conf

and user.conf . Those files should contain values that produce the best per-
formance and, for this reason, may not need to be treated as parameters.
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That is probably not the same during the development phase when a user
may need to add more custom variables on top of the parameters defined
as default in the driver. Section 10.3 will show an example of how to use
the driver during the development of an experiment.

10.2 Driver Configuration

10.2.1 Driver descriptor

After defining the structure of the prova! driver for the MLPerf Inference
benchmark, we start configuring the components we discussed in section 9.3,
which the driver needs. Apart from the general elements, i.e. name, version,
parameters, threads, metrics and lineselector, the MLPerf Inference driver
descriptor defines as well some the other specific elements like:

• repo: URL to the git repo for the driver version

• results: URL to the results git repo for the driver version.

• categories: List of ML tasks for the driver version.

• datasets: List of datasets allowed for the driver version.

• container: Details for the benchmark suite container used for submis-
sions checks.

Except for the container element, which looks like the one of a method-
Type descriptor (see section 9.2), the other specific elements and the param-
eters and metrics have a custom structure based on the driver functioning.
prova! uses repo and results fields to download the correspondent git repos-
itories during the driver installation. Instead, each category of the categories
object includes information about the model and the dataset usable by the
benchmark application task.

Let us consider the Object Detection lightweight task: the task-
related entries in the driver descriptor are shown in listing 10.1.

The datasets field in the driver descriptor contains the details of each
dataset available for the driver, like the name, the version, the URL to
download it (when available), the path under the driver folder where to
store it and the script to check the accuracy of the results using that dataset.
In the case of the MLPerf Inference driver, the only predefined parameter
is the scenario which, for version v0.5 of the benchmark, could be one of
SingleStream, MultiStream, Server or Offline, but if needed, the user will
be able to add more parameters.
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...
"categories": {

"OD_L": {
"area": "vision",
"name": "Object Detection Light",
"model": "ssd -mobilenet",
"dataset": "coco",
"dataver": "2017" ,
"path": "v0.5/ classification_and_detection"

},
...

},
"datasets": {

"coco": {
"2017": {

"path": "data",
"downloadable": "true",
"url": ["http :// images.cocodataset.org/zips/val2017.zip",

"http :// images.cocodataset.org/annotations/
annotations_trainval2017.zip"]

},
"acc_chk": "/inference -r0.5/v0.5/ classification_and_detection/

tools/accuracy -coco.py"
},
...

},
"parameters": {

"scenario": {
"default": "SingleStream",
"values": ["SingleStream", "MultiStream", "Server", "Offline"]

}
},
"metrics": {

"90.0": {
"description": "90.0" ,
"type": "f",
"mult": "1",
"dec": "0",
"text": "90.0",
"lineselector": ["90.00 percentile latency (ns)"]

},
"qps": {

"description": "Throughput",
"type": "f",
"mult": "1",
"dec": "2",
"text": "qps",
"lineselector": ["QPS w/o loadgen overhead",

"Samples per query",
"Samples per second",
"Scheduled samples per second"]

},
...

Listing 10.1: MLPerf Inference driver descriptor in prova!: Object
Detection Light section.
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The last part of the descriptor defines the possible metrics. The metric
can have the following fields:

• Description: String representing the metric description.

• Type: Data type for the metric.

• Mult: Multiplier used to adapt the precision of the metric.

• Dec: Amount of decimal digits to show for the metric.

• Text: Default text to show in the performance graph for the metric.

• Lineselector: Array of strings to filter the output and retrieve the
metric.

Every workload have multiple metrics generated by the LoadGen log-
ger, and the user can gather all of them using prova!, but, depending on
the scenario, the metrics required by the benchmarks are changing (see ta-
ble 5.2). In the case of the Single-Stream scenario, the metric needed is
the 90%-ile latency which, in the results file, is always identified with the
same name that prova! can use as lineselector. While the QPS metric
(throughput) has different meanings based on the scenario and the strings
to identify it in the results file will change. In this situation, prova! will
look for any possible strings specified as lineselector to gather the proper
value (see listing 10.1) and store it.

10.2.2 Driver execution scripts

The information stored in the driver description will be used to run the
prova! experiment workflow. The main steps of the experiment workflow
for the driver are the same as for a standard prova! experiment: Compile,
Run, Gather output (see section 8.2.1) with a few minor adjustments.

As described in section 9.3, the methodTypes used in a driver are lo-
cal to the driver itself, i.e., stored in the driver folder, and not usable by
method created in generic prova! project but only in projects declared as
implementing the specific driver. Based on the approach chosen for the
driver implementation, a methodType for the MLPerf Inference benchmark
will be specifically managing a certain software and device, and it will be
composed of a descriptor and the scripts to manage it. Let us consider a
methodType for the OpenVINO framework (see section 3.3). Its prova!
methodType descriptor is shown in listing 10.2.

The descriptor contains some general information like the framework
name, the device type, the list of the driver categories the methodType can
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"name":"OpenVINO -2019. R3.1 _src_c_omp",
"categories": ["OD_H", "OD_L", "IC_H", "IC_L"],
"device": "cpu",
"framework": "openvino",
"eb_modules": [],
"container": {

"executable": "singularity",
"cmd": "exec",
"runtime": "",
"options": "--contain",
"url": "https :// github.com/provarepro/mlperf_inference/releases/

download /0.0.1/ provarepro -mlperf_inference.v0.5-OpenVINO -2019
_R3.1_src_c_omp -py36 -gcc75 -ubuntu18.sif",

"img": "mlperf_inference -v0.5-OpenVINO -2019 _R3.1 _src_c_omp -py36 -
gcc75 -ubuntu18.sif",

"imgdir": "container"
},
"version":"1.0",
"comment":"OpenVINO -2019. R3_1 (compiled from source with OpenMP

support) with MLPerf Loadgen v0.5"

Listing 10.2: Example of methodType descriptor for OpenVINO
framework.

run, and the Linux container (using Singularity technology in the exam-
ple) specific to the ML framework. The workflow scripts will use all those
information to carry on the experiment.

Compile

In this first step, prova! uses the setup params to read the experiment
parameters and store them into a configuration file which will be exported
prior to the actual compilation of the benchmark code.

prova! configures the parameters in several steps: the parameters read
in one step can be used to build the ones of the following steps. First, it
reads the “fixed” experiment characteristics from the project and method-
Type descriptors. Second, it reads the values assigned by the user to the
default and custom project parameters for the experiment execution, and,
finally, it copies the MLPerf configuration files defined by the benchmark
(see figure 10.1).

Run

The run script is specific to a methodType and may require different pa-
rameters apart from the ones configured in the previous step. In the case
of OpenVINO, we use the execution command documented by Intel in the
MLPerf Inference benchmark submission to define the required parameters:
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MethodType descr.
➢ DEVICE
➢ FRAMEWORK

Project descriptor
➢ MODEL
➢ DATASET
➢ DATAPATH

Project parameters
Default
➢ Scenario
Custom
➢ ...

MLPerf configuration files 
(mlperf.conf / user.conf )
➢ performance_sample_count
➢ seed
➢ target_latency_percentile
➢ min_duration
➢ min_query_count
➢ target_latency
➢ target_qps (Server, Offline)
➢ ...

export DEVICE=…
export MODEL=..
….

1001111000111110
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Figure 10.1: MLPerf prova! driver: Compilation steps.

$ ov_mlperf.exe \
--scenario SingleStream \
--mode Performance \
--mlperf_conf_filename mlperf.conf \
--user_conf_filename user.conf \
--total_sample_count 50000 \
--data_path dataset -coco -2017 -val \
--model_path ssd -mobilenet_int8.xml \
--model_name ssd -mobilenet \
--batch_size 1 \
--nwarmup_iters 50 \
--dataset coco \
--device CPU \
--nireq 1 \
--nthreads 8 \
--nstreams 4

Listing 10.3: OpenVINO execution command for the Object Detection
(lightweight) task[135].

listing 10.3 shows the command used for the Object Detection (lightweight)
benchmark task (model: SSD-MobileNets-v1 [133][134]).

The missing parameters get exported directly as part of the method-
Type run script (see figure 10.2), applying either a default value defined in
the same script or a custom value. The user can add any method-specific
parameters as a custom project parameter, and the setup params script will
export it, overwriting the default value.

To develop the driver mode, we add a change to the run script to pre-
process the outputs generated before going to the final step of the workflow.
The default prova! gather output script expects the results file to have
specific formatting. For this reason, the run script of a driver method-
Type needs to run another script to adjust the raw output generated by
the MLPerf benchmark. A writeoutput script gets executed after the ex-
periment execution and uses the line selector for the desired metrics, as
mentioned in the previous section (see section 10.2.1). Finally, it writes
the values fetched to an output file, ensuring compatibility with the input
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format used by the gather script (see figure 10.2).

MethodType run script
➢ MODEL_PATH
➢ MODEL_NAME
➢ MLPERF_MODE
➢ NSTREAMS
➢ NTHREADS
➢ NIREQ
➢ BATCH_SIZE
➢ TOTAL_SAMPLE
➢ WARMUP_ITERS

export DEVICE=…
export MODEL=..
….

1001111000111110
0000001000010111
0000111000011010
1011001000100100
0001010010111111
1100111110111001
0010

Execution

Parameters’ 
configuration

Method’s 
executable

run write_outputs

MLPerf Results 
Summary
===============
SUT name : SUT
Scenario : Single 
Stream
Mode: Performance
...

Output 
parsing

Prova gathered 
results:
qps=1.70
queries=1024
50.0=587561432
90.0=593423321 
95.0=594593737
...Raw output

Parsed 
output

" 90.0 " : {
" lineselector " : [ " 
90.00 percentile 
latency ( ns ) " ]
...

Metrics

Figure 10.2: MLPerf prova! driver: Execution steps.

Gather output

The gather output step used in the case of a driver project is the same as
for a traditional prova! project. The script needs the information from
the project parameter configuration to understand the methods executed
during the experiment. It then looks for the experiment results in all the
single outputs and merges the results in a JSON file. This final results file
will be accessed by prova! when the user wants to generate a performance
graph out of the experiment (see figure 10.3).

gather output visualization

Prova gathered 
results:
qps=1.70
queries=1024
50.0=587561432
90.0=593423321 
95.0=594593737
...

Parsed 
output
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Default
➢ Scenario
Custom
➢ ... "SingleStream": {

  "OpenVINO2019": {
    "qps": {
      "value":"1.70",
      ...},
    "queries": {
      "value":”1024",
      ...

Experiment 
results

Graph 
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Parameters conf.
Scenario: Single Stream
#ofThreads: 4, 8, 16, 32
...

Results 
graph

Figure 10.3: MLPerf prova! driver: Results presentation steps.

10.3 Driver Usage

As for the basic project, prova! can also carry on complex experiments
(macro-experiments) in a driver project setup. In the case of a driver,
some common parameters are added by default when creating a new project
and can be integrated with more custom parameters based on the needs.
While the final goal of a “driver” project is to compare different approaches
on different systems, during the implementation of the code, it is helpful
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to vary more method-specific parameters to tune them. Possible usage of
prova! is to set up a separate driver project with “compatible” methods
only and specify the parameters to tune as project parameters. After the
tuning phase, the user can set up another driver project keeping out the
“fixed” method-specific parameters, which he previously tuned, and use just
driver-specific parameters. This way, the user has great flexibility since
he can develop a method in an isolated way and later compare it with
others based on the driver characteristics, e.g., the task scenario for MLPerf
Inference benchmark.

As with the other prova! commands, the driver mode can be operated
directly through the CLI or using the prova! Experiment and Analysis
Server presented in Section 8.2. A user logged into the web server can
connect to a remote system and start creating a project: when a driver is
available, the user can select it in the interface and enter the base configu-
rations and custom parameters.

Based on the driver used for the project, the interface will show the
methodTypes available for the method creation (see figure 10.4).

Figure 10.4: prova! web UI: Method creation example for the OpenVINO
framework.

prova! will create the method from a base template included in the
methodType, which, in the case of the OpenVINO methodType example,
it is represented by the code Intel provided for the MLPerf Inference bench-
mark: this code can be modified or just used as-is to replicate the Intel sub-
mission. The same approach can be followed to provide the methodTypes
representing all the implementations available in the MLPerf benchmark
results.
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As an example, let us consider a user who wants to evaluate the ac-
curacy achievable by the ML model used for a benchmark task: since by
default, MLPerf code runs in Performance mode, the user needs to over-
write the MLPERF MODE parameter (see figure 10.2) by adding it as a
project parameter and then set its value to Accuracy. Furthermore, to run
an OpenVINO experiment, the user needs to convert the model to the Open-
VINO Intermediate Representation (IR) composed of an XML and a binary
file. The OpenVINO methodType template already has a valid model in
the OpenVINO format. However, a user may want to experiment with how
the accuracy changes with different converted models: the user can add
the models to the default path (MODEL PATH) and set the correspondent
MODEL NAME values after configuring it as a project parameter.

Figure 10.5 shows the experiment configuration matching our Open-
VINO example: the experiment assesses the accuracy of the Object Detec-
tion (lightweight) benchmark task using two model versions, specified in the
MODEL NAME parameter, running a Single-Stream scenario. We gener-
ated the models by converting the official SSD-Mobilenet Tensorflow model
to OpenVINO format using INT8 precision mixed with either single (FP32)
or half (FP16) floating-point precision (for the operations not supporting
the INT8 precision).

The experiment execution (see section 9.1.1) and the results visualiza-
tion (see section 9.1.3) remain unchanged. The final performance graph
generated using the prova! UI shows the accuracy achieved by the two
models used, which, in this case, is relatively stable (see figure 10.6).
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Figure 10.5: prova! web UI: Experiment configuration and execution ex-
ample for the object detection (lightweight) task running OpenVINO frame-
work.
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(a) prova! web UI: Results graph con-
figuration for the OpenVINO Accuracy
example.

(b) prova! web UI: Performance graph
for the OpenVINO Accuracy example.

Figure 10.6: prova! web UI: Configuration and generation of a
performance graph showing accuracy for the MLPerf Object Detection
(lightweight) benchmarks task using OpenVINO framework.
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Measurements and Results





Chapter 11

Experimental Testbeds

As for our experiment taxonomy (section 4.1) and prova! implementation
(section 8.2.1), we consider a system the hardware and software used to
carry on a specific micro-experiment. In this section, we will describe the
system details for the devices used in our experiments and the ones used by
the experiments we want to reproduce.

In terms of software, we set up a public GitHub project∗ to handle the
repositories containing the recipes, i.e. Dockerfile and Singularity definition
files, representing the containers used in our experiments. Each repository
includes some GitHub Actions [136], which, using the container recipes
committed, are automatically building new versions for both Docker and
Singularity containers and pushing them respectively to a public project
in DockerHub [137] and GitHub artifacts [138] within the same repository.
Each GitHub repository represents a specific prova! methodType (see sec-
tion 8.2.1) used to manage the software environment of an experiment on a
specific device. Some examples or the containers recipes used are shown in
Appendix A.

Whereas our work concentrates on running benchmarks from the MLPerf
Inference suite, we are going to follow their device classification splitting
between Edge and Datacenter devices.

∗https://github.com/provarepro

https://github.com/provarepro
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11.1 Edge devices

We consider part of the edge category the devices that are isolated instances,
in contrast with the datacenter ones. In the first round of MLPerf Infer-
ence, i.e. v0.5, there was no distinction between edge and datacenter and
no other category for the Inference benchmark. With the following bench-
mark submission rounds and the creation of more benchmark categories,
the policies were updated, and, for example, a device like a notebook would
be submitting its results to the MLPerf Inference Mobile benchmark (un-
der Notebook section). However, this is important mainly in the case of
submitting the results during the benchmark run: for our experiments and
discussions, we will consider the notebook part of the edge device category.

11.1.1 MLPerf submission

System: ICL i3 1005G1

Benchmark

• Version: MLPerf Inference benchmark v0.5

• Submitter: Intel

Hardware configuration

• CPU:
– Name: Intel i3-1005G1 @ 1.20 GHz†

– Architecture: Intel Ice Lake (mobile)
– Frequency: 1.20GHz/3.40 GHz (Base/Turbo)

• Sockets/Core per socket/Threads per core: 1/2/2

• Cache:
– L1i: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L1d: 48 KiB/core (12-way set associative)
– L2: 512 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L3: 4 MiB (16-way set associative)

• Memory: 1x 4GB DDR4 2666 MHz (MT/s)

• Accelerator
– Name: Intel UHD Graphics

†https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/196588/
intel-core-i31005g1-processor-4m-cache-up-to-3-40-ghz.html

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/196588/intel-core-i31005g1-processor-4m-cache-up-to-3-40-ghz.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/196588/intel-core-i31005g1-processor-4m-cache-up-to-3-40-ghz.html
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– Frequency: 300/900 MHz (Base/Turbo)

Software configuration

• Framework: OpenVINO

• Version: 2019/pre-release (inferred from submission date)

• Note: OpenMP threading and GPU support

11.1.2 PROVA! reproduction

System: Flex i5 1035G1

Hardware configuration

• CPU:
– Name: Intel Core i5-1035G1 @1.00GHz‡

– Architecture: Intel Ice Lake (mobile)
– Frequency: 1.00GHz/3.60 GHz (Base/Turbo)

• Sockets/Core per socket/Threads per core: 1/4/2

• Cache:
– L1i: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L1d: 48 KiB/core (12-way set associative)
– L2: 512 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L3: 6 MiB (12-way set associative)

• Memory: 2x 8GB DDR4 3200 MHz (MT/s)

• Accelerator
– Name: Intel UHD Graphics
– Frequency: 300 MHz /1.05 GHz (Base/Turbo)

Software configuration

• Configuration 1:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/pre-release
– Note: OpenMP threading and GPU support

• Configuration 2:
‡https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/196603/

intel-core-i51035g1-processor-6m-cache-up-to-3-60-ghz.html

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/196603/intel-core-i51035g1-processor-6m-cache-up-to-3-60-ghz.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/196603/intel-core-i51035g1-processor-6m-cache-up-to-3-60-ghz.html
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– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/pre-release
– Note: TBB threading and GPU support

• Configuration 3:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/R3.1
– Note: OpenMP threading and GPU support

• Configuration 4:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/R3.1
– Note: TBB threading and GPU support

11.2 Data center devices

11.2.1 MLPerf submission

System: Xeon 8276

Benchmark

• Version: MLPerf Inference benchmark v0.5

• Submitter: Dell EMC

Hardware configuration

• CPU:
– Name: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8276 CPU @ 2.20GHz§

– Architecture: Intel Cascade Lake-SP
– Frequency: 2.20 GHz/4.00 GHz (Base/Turbo)

• Sockets/Core per socket/Threads per core: 2/28/2

• Cache¶:
– L1i: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L1d: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L2: 1 MiB/core (16-way set associative)
– L3: 38.5 MiB (11-way set associative)

• Memory: 760GB DDR4-2933 MHz (MT/s)
§https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192470/

intel-xeon-platinum-8276-processor-38-5m-cache-2-20-ghz.html
¶https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_platinum/8276

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192470/intel-xeon-platinum-8276-processor-38-5m-cache-2-20-ghz.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192470/intel-xeon-platinum-8276-processor-38-5m-cache-2-20-ghz.html
https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_platinum/8276
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Software configuration

• Configuration 1:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/pre-release (inferred from submission date)
– Note: OpenMP threading

System: Xeon 6258R

Benchmark

• Version: MLPerf Inference benchmark v0.7

• Submitter: Intel

Hardware configuration

• CPU:
– Name: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6258R CPU @ 2.70GHz‖

– Architecture: Intel Cascade Lake-SP
– Frequency: 2.70 GHz/4.00 GHz (Base/Turbo)

• Sockets/Core per socket/Threads per core: 2/28/2

• Cache∗∗:
– L1i: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L1d: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L2: 1 MiB/core (16-way set associative)
– L3: 38.5 MiB (11-way set associative)

• Memory: 6x 32GB DDR4-2933 MHz (MT/s)

Software configuration

• Configuration 1[139]:
– Framework: TensorFlow
– Version: v2.3.0
– Note: Compiled with mkl optimization and AVX-512 arch sup-

port

• Configuration 2[140]:
‖https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/199350/

intel-xeon-gold-6258r-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
∗∗https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_gold/6258r

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/199350/intel-xeon-gold-6258r-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/199350/intel-xeon-gold-6258r-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_gold/6258r
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– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2021/1.pre
– Note: OpenMP threading

• Configuration 3[141]:

– Framework: MXNet
– Version: v1.8.0 (custom commit: 6ae469a)
– Note: Compiled with MKLDNN and BLAS=mkl

System: Xeon 8280

Benchmark

• Version: MLPerf Inference benchmark v0.7

• Submitter: Dell EMC

Hardware configuration

• CPU:

– Name: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8280M CPU @ 2.70GHz††

– Architecture: Intel Cascade Lake-SP
– Frequency: 2.70 GHz/4.00 GHz (Base/Turbo)

• Sockets/Core per socket/Threads per core: 2/28/2

• Cache‡‡:

– L1i: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L1d: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L2: 1 MiB/core (16-way set associative)
– L3: 38.5 MiB (11-way set associative)

• Memory: 376GB DDR4-2933 MHz (MT/s)

Software configuration Same as Configuration 2 from Xeon 6258R system
(11.2.1)

††https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192478/
intel-xeon-platinum-8280-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html

‡‡https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_platinum/8280

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192478/intel-xeon-platinum-8280-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192478/intel-xeon-platinum-8280-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_platinum/8280
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11.2.2 PROVA! reproduction

System: Xeon 8280 (sciCORE)

sciCORE is a center of competence for scientific computing, providing in-
frastructures and services for high-performance computing and storage and
processing of scientific data [142] located at the University of Basel. From
this facility, we selected two different computing architectures for our experi-
ments to compare the evolution of the performance in the cluster. Moreover,
the AVX512 processor is the same as the Dell submission, which allows us
to conduct a precise reproduction experiment.

Hardware configuration

• CPU:
– Name: Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8280 Processor§§

– Architecture: Intel Cascade Lake-SP
– Frequency: 2.70 GHz/4.00 GHz (Base/Turbo)

• Sockets/Core per socket/Threads per core: 2/28/1 (HT dis-
abled)

• Cache¶¶:
– L1i: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L1d: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L2: 1 MiB/core (16-way set associative)
– L3: 38.5 MiB (11-way set associative)

• Memory: 12x 32GB DDR4-2933 MHz (MT/s) (ECC on)

Software configuration

• Configuration 1:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/pre-release
– Note: OpenMP threading

• Configuration 2:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/pre-release

§§https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192478/
intel-xeon-platinum-8280-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html

¶¶https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_platinum/8280

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192478/intel-xeon-platinum-8280-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/192478/intel-xeon-platinum-8280-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_platinum/8280
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– Note: TBB threading

• Configuration 3:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/R3.1
– Note: OpenMP threading

• Configuration 4:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/R3.1
– Note: TBB threading

• Configuration 5:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2021/1.pre
– Note: OpenMP threading

• Configuration 6:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2021/1.pre
– Note: TBB threading

• Configuration 7:
– Framework: TensorFlow
– Version: v2.3.0
– Note: Compiled with mkl optimization and AVX-512 arch sup-

port

• Configuration 8:
– Framework: MXNet
– Version: v1.8.0 (custom commit: 6ae469a)
– Note: Compiled with MKLDNN and BLAS=mkl

System: Xeon E5-2630 v4 (sciCORE)

Hardware configuration

• CPU:
– Name: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v4 @ 2.20GHz∗∗∗

– Architecture: Intel Broadwell-EP
– Frequency: 2.20 GHz/3.10 GHz (Base/Turbo)

∗∗∗https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/92981/
intel-xeon-processor-e52630-v4-25m-cache-2-20-ghz.html

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/92981/intel-xeon-processor-e52630-v4-25m-cache-2-20-ghz.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/92981/intel-xeon-processor-e52630-v4-25m-cache-2-20-ghz.html
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• Sockets/Core per socket/Threads per core: 2/10/1 (HT dis-
abled)

• Cache†††:
– L1i: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L1d: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L2: 256 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L3: 25 MiB (20-way set associative)

• Memory: 8x 32GB DDR4-2667 MHz (MT/s) (ECC on)

Software configuration

• Configuration 1:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/pre-release
– Note: OpenMP threading

• Configuration 2:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/pre-release
– Note: TBB threading

• Configuration 3:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/R3.1
– Note: OpenMP threading

• Configuration 4:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2019/R3.1
– Note: TBB threading

System: Xeon 6258R (miniHPC)

MiniHPC is a small high-performance computing (HPC) cluster [143] lo-
cated at the University of Basel. For our experiments, we selected a pro-
cessor which happens to be the same used in the Intel submission, i.e., the
“1-node-2S-CLX” system, which allows us to try reproducing all the three
different software configurations for that specific MLPerf Inference submis-
sion.

†††https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_e5/e5-2630_v4

https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_e5/e5-2630_v4
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Hardware configuration

• CPU:
– Name: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6258R CPU @ 2.70GHz‡‡‡

– Architecture: Intel Cascade Lake-SP
– Frequency: 2.70 GHz/4.00 GHz (Base/Turbo)

• Sockets/Core per socket/Threads per core: 2/28/2

• Cache§§§:
– L1i: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L1d: 32 KiB/core (8-way set associative)
– L2: 1 MiB/core (16-way set associative)
– L3: 38.5 MiB (11-way set associative)

• Memory: 12x 128GB DDR4-2933 MHz (MT/s) (ECC on)

Software configuration

• Configuration 1:
– Framework: TensorFlow
– Version: v2.3.0
– Note: Compiled with mkl optimization and AVX-512 arch sup-

port

• Configuration 2:
– Framework: MXNet
– Version: v1.8.0 (custom commit: 6ae469a)
– Note: Compiled with MKLDNN and BLAS=mkl

• Configuration 3:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2021/1.pre
– Note: OpenMP threading

• Configuration 4:
– Framework: OpenVINO
– Version: 2021/4
– Note: OpenMP threading

‡‡‡https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/199350/
intel-xeon-gold-6258r-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html

§§§https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_gold/6258r

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/199350/intel-xeon-gold-6258r-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/199350/intel-xeon-gold-6258r-processor-38-5m-cache-2-70-ghz.html
https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/intel/xeon_gold/6258r
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MLPerf Inference Benchmark
Experiments

Our experiments will focus on the MLPerf Inference Benchmark Suite, and
in particular on the Computer Vision tasks: Image Classification and Object
Detection. This decision was taken mainly based on the submissions avail-
able for the framework and the systems we wanted to experiment with but
also since, especially for the first benchmark versions, these tasks represent
most of the total submissions [44].

The majority of the experiments will concentrate on the first two versions
of the benchmark, which were more interesting in terms of reproducibility
challenges, but will as well provide results of the newer benchmark versions,
thus investigating not only the evolution of frameworks/devices for machine
learning but also the benchmark itself.

Moreover, for each of the considered submission codes, we analyze dif-
ferent experiment configurations using different systems to have a better
understanding of the performance behaviour, which will cover the Repeti-
tion and Replication reproducibility levels (section 4.2). Even though we
can run different models changing, for example, the data format precision,
the method used to solve a task will remain unchanged (since defined by the
benchmark), meaning there will not be real Re-experimentation covered.

Beyond reproducibility, the experiments will also demonstrate some
properties of our prova! tool in terms of software engineering, such as
portability, extensibility, reusability, adaptability.
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12.1 MLPerf v0.5

Following the discussion started in Chapter 6, we moved the manual ex-
periments regarding the OpenVINO submissions for the MLPerf Inference
benchmark v0.5 in prova!, using the driver mode (see chapter 10).

For the first benchmark round, two participants run the OpenVINO
framework to benchmark their devices: Dell EMC and Intel. The details of
the subset of scenarios submitted are summarized in Table 12.1.

Workloads

System Framework Image Classification Object Detection

ICL ICH ODL ODH

ICL i3 1005G1 OpenVINO SS, O SS, O SS, O —

CLX-9282-2S OpenVINO — — SS, S, O —

R740xd8276 OpenVINO — — SS, O —

R740xd6248 OpenVINO — — SS, O —

Table 12.1: MLPerf Inference Benchmark v0.5 scenarios submitted for the
Intel and Dell EMC systems selected (section 11.1 and 11.2): Single-Stream
(SS), Server (S) and Offline (O).

We selected the edge device used by Intel and the datacenter device used
by Dell EMC to compare against because they are similar to our systems.
This experiment reproduction will include three different benchmark tasks,
CPU and accelerator (GPU) devices and different versions and configura-
tions of the framework used, as shown in figure 12.1.

MLPerf Inference v0.5

ICH
ResNet50 v1.5

ICL
MobileNet v1

ODL
SSD-MobileNet v1

Edge
ICL i3 1005G1

Datacenter
R740xd8276

CPUGPU

OpenVINO

2019_PR

OpenMP

MLPerf Inference v0.5

ICH
ResNet50 v1.5

ICL
MobileNet v1

ODL
SSD-MobileNet v1

Edge
Flex i5 1035G1

Datacenter
SciCORE_8280

CPUGPU

OpenVINO

2019_PR / 2019_R3.1

OpenMP / TBB

Benchmark

Task

Category

Device

Framework

Version

Configuration

Problem
Method

HW

SW

System

Submission Reproduction

Figure 12.1: MLPerf Inference v0.5 reproduction: High level view of the
experiment elements we changed (red) for our reproduction. The method is
defined by the benchmark itself and bound to the task.
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12.1.1 Object Detection Lightweight task

Table 12.2 shows a schematic view of the first MLPerf Inference experiment
we try to reproduce: the Problem and the Method are the ones defined by
the MLPerf Inference benchmark while the System changes from the original
to the reproduced. Intel used a laptop with four cores (2 physical + HT),
while our system has eight cores (4 physical + HT). For this reason, we
decided to configure our system to use only two cores in our first reproduced
experiment.

Still, in the second one, we used it without restriction, comparing the
original OpenVINO version configured to use OpenMP threading with a
version using TBB threading running the Object Detection task in a Single-
Stream scenario. Finally, we run the same benchmark task in the Offline
scenario to investigate the OpenVINO behaviour when changing some of
the parameters.

Original Exp. Reproduced Exp. 1 Reproduced Exp. 2

Problem Object detection (Single-Stream/Offline scenario) [44]
Dataset: COCO [144] (300x300)

Method Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [133]
Model: SSD-MobileNet-v1

• Device: ICL i3 1005G1 • Device: Flex i5 1035G1∗ • Device: Flex i5 1035G1
System • Framework: OpenVINO

(Configuration 1)
• Framework: Unchanged • Framework: OpenVINO

(Configuration 1-2)
∗ Used in a 2-core/4-thread configuration

Table 12.2: Reproduction of OpenVINO experiments submitted by Intel as
part of the MLPerf Inference Benchmark v0.5: object detection (lightweight)
task for Single-Stream and Offline scenarios. A detailed description of the
systems is available in section 11.1.

In the first reproduced experiment, we replicate the original experiment
applying the same parameters configuration documented in the submission.
The performance comparison is shown in Figure 12.2: the results are pretty
different for such a small execution. When using eight threads as in the
original experiment, our system performs much worse (-43%), which was
not expected since the systems are similar.

The system used by Intel to run this benchmark has four cores (including
HT): using more threads than the number of physical cores is not always
providing better performance. In this case, the number of threads used is
even higher than the number of virtual cores, which is not the best value
expected.
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Figure 12.2: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Single-
Stream scenario. Intel submission∗ compared to the experiment reproduction
on our system (see Reproduced Experiment 1, table 12.2) using different
values of threads.

To validate the parameters specified by Intel and fine-tune those for
our systems, we add parameters like the number of requests, threads, and
streams (nireq/nthreads/nstreams) to our prova! project. When running a
Single-Stream scenario, changing the number of requests and streams is not
affecting the results since MLPerf LoadGen sends the requests sequentially,
waiting for the previous to be completed [44]. That is why we consider
nthreads the only parameter to tune.

Figure 12.2 shows that, with two physical cores (4 virtual ones) on our
system, the best performance is achieved when the number of threads re-
quested is equal to the number of physical cores: our best result is still
worse than the original experiment’s one but now only by 5%.

To complete the experiment reproduction, we needed to run the bench-
mark in accuracy mode since MLPerf submission requires, for each bench-
mark task, a minimal accuracy to be met to consider the submission valid.

∗MLPerf v0.5 Inference Closed SSD-MobileNets-v1 Single-Stream. Retrieved
from https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05 18 April 2021, entry Inf-0.5-24.
MLPerf name and logo are trademarks. See https://mlcommons.org for more informa-
tion.

https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org
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Figure 12.3: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Offline
scenario. Intel submission† compared to the experiment reproduction on our
system (see Reproduced Exp. 1, table 12.2).

When running the benchmark in accuracy mode, we noticed a big difference
from the one reported in MLPerf. Figure 12.3a shows both the original ac-
curacy (purple) and the reproduced one (green). This accuracy would be
too low for the submission to be accepted (see the accuracy threshold dashed
line). Based on a discussion on the official MLPerf GitHub repository [145],
the low accuracy seems to be related to the “--reverse input channels” option
used when generating the OpenVINO model as described by Intel in their
MLPerf submission [146]. Still, this explanation has not been validated
by the submitter. In our prova! project, we set the mode to accuracy
and added a MODEL NAME parameter to run the experiment with dif-
ferent models (w/wo “--reverse input channels” option). The blue bar in
figure 12.3a shows that we can achieve the same accuracy as the official
submission if we skip the option documented by Intel.

We did similar steps for the Offline scenario. We start comparing the
results we get using the same original parameter configuration, and we then
try to tune the parameters. In this case, the values for nireq/nthreads/n-
streams are set to the number of logical cores available on the system.
Figure 12.3b shows that our device performs worse than the original, even
in the Offline scenario (-30%). To tune the parameters, we first decided to

†MLPerf v0.5 Inference Closed SSD-MobileNets-v1 Offline. Retrieved from https://
mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05 18 April 2021, entry Inf-0.5-24. MLPerf name
and logo are trademarks. See https://mlcommons.org for more information.

https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org
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Figure 12.4: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Offline
scenario. Performance tuning for OpenVINO 2019 pre-version configured
with OpenMP threading: running on our system (see Reproduced Exp. 1,
table 12.2) using code submitted by Intel[148].

try increasing only the number of threads, keeping the number of inference
requests fixed to the number of logical cores and the number of streams to 1.
As for the Single-Stream scenario, we notice the best performance achieved
using physical cores as the number of threads (Figure 12.4a).

In case of experiments with a short execution time, Intel suggests using
a throughput-oriented approach for the parallelization, especially if running
on CPUs: increasing the number of streams, OpenVINO will assign/pin
them to the execution resources to increase the throughput [147]. Fig-
ure 12.4b shows that the performance grows with the number of streams,
which is best when this number equals the logical cores: the performance
reached is close to the one achieved using the official parameters, which, in
this case, we can confirm to be effectively optimal.

After this first experiment mainly aimed at reproducing the original sub-
mission, in a second reproduced experiment, we tried to perform the same
benchmark task (Object Detection lightweight) using our system without
adding any resource limitation. We ran the Single-Stream scenario using
two different versions of the OpenVINO framework: one uses the OpenMP
library (same configuration suggested by Intel) and the other the Thread-
ing Building Blocks (TBB) library (the default in OpenVINO starting from
version 2019). As for the previous experiment, using the physical cores avail-
able as the number of threads provides the best performance (Figure 12.5).
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Furthermore, even if the OpenMP version of OpenVINO performs better
than the TBB one, this difference is always less than 4%.
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Figure 12.5: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Single-
Stream scenario. Performance comparison of OpenVINO 2019 pre-version
configured with OpenMP and TBB threading: running on our system (see
Reproduced Exp. 2, table 12.2) using code submitted by Intel[148] and dif-
ferent values of threads.

When running the benchmark in the Offline scenario, we were able to
investigate the behaviour of OpenVINO for both versions (OpenMP/TBB)
by keeping the number of threads and inference requests constant (optimal
values) and varying both the number of streams and the batch size. Fig-
ure 12.6 shows that increasing the batch size value affects (albeit minimally)
the results but only when not using multiple streams (throughput-based
approach discussed previously). In fact, if we use the suggested number of
streams (number of logical cores available), the batch size does not play a
role, and the results obtained are the optimal ones. Again, the two versions
behave similarly with the TBB one, which seems slightly better when using
one stream and bigger batch size.

Finally, keeping out the batch size set to 1 (as suggested), we experiment
with how the parallelization works in the OpenMP version, analyzing its
behaviour with different combinations of threads and inference requests for
an increasing value of streams.
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Figure 12.6: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Offline
scenario. Comparison of performance behavior of OpenVINO 2019 pre-
version configured with OpenMP and TBB threading when changing the
number of streams and batch sizes: running on our system (see Reproduced
Exp. 2, table 12.2) using code submitted by Intel[148].

As discussed previously, when the number of streams is set to 1, the par-
allelization happens in a traditional way using multiple threads for solving
each request coming to the stream. In this case, the number of inference
requests doesn’t matter for the performance, which is based on the number
of threads. Increasing the streams, we start parallelizing the “outer loop” of
the requests: the available resources are split/assigned to different streams
which are working in parallel. In the case of 2 streams, using 1 or 2 threads
provides the same performance since the total amount of cores used will
always be 2 (bounded either by the number of streams or threads). When
increasing the number of threads, the performance is not bounded anymore
since the system has four physical cores. We can already notice that the
overall performance is increasing when moving from 1-stream to 2-streams
configuration, showing how, in a benchmark like this with no heavy re-
quests, the throughput-approach parallelization works better. Moving to
4 streams, we can see that all four cores are used in each thread-request
configuration with always similar performance. Finally, in the 8-streams
run, the results are affected by the number of inference requests: creating
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fewer requests than the number of available streams brings performance
down. In this case, the performance gets even worse than the run using
four streams because the 8-streams configuration will threaten all the cores
independently, which results in more requests to possibly go to the same
physical core, causing a high load imbalance (Figure 12.7).
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Figure 12.7: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Offline
scenario. Comparison of performance behavior of OpenVINO 2019 pre-
version configured with OpenMP threading when using a variable number of
streams and a combination of a different number of threads and inference
requests: running on our system (see Reproduced Experiment 2, table 12.2)
using code submitted by Intel[148].

For the same Benchmark task, i.e. Object Detection lightweight, we
also tried to reproduce the Dell submission in the datacenter category using
a machine hosted in the sciCORE data center at the University of Basel.
The processor we used is from the same generation as the one used in the
original submission (Cascade Lake) but has a higher base CPU frequency
(2.70 vs 2.20 GHz). Table 12.3 shows the experiment in terms of <Problem,
Method, System> 3-tuple.

The OpenVINO configuration of the Dell submission was the same as
the Intel one. For this reason, we reuse the ones we built for the previous
experiment. Moreover, such submission does not provide the scripts used
to run the experiments, and thus no experiment parameters are available.
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Original Exp. Reproduced Exp. 1 Reproduced Exp. 2

Problem Object detection (Single-Stream/Offline scenario) [44]
Dataset: COCO [144] (300x300)

Method Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [133]
Model: SSD-MobileNet-v1

• Device: Xeon 8276 • Device: Xeon 8280 (sciCORE) • Device: Xeon E5-2630
System • Framework: OpenVINO

(Configuration 1)
• Framework: OpenVINO
(Configuration 1-3)

• Framework: OpenVINO
(Configuration 1-3)

Table 12.3: Reproduction of OpenVINO experiments submitted by Dell as
part of the MLPerf Inference Benchmark v0.5: object detection (lightweight)
task for Single-Stream and Offline scenarios. A detailed description of the
systems is available in section 11.2.

Since Intel submitted benchmark results using a datacenter machine with
the same socket/cores configuration, we used the parameters specified by
them. Our system performs around 11% better in both Single-Stream and
Offline scenarios (figure 12.8), which is somehow expected since, even though
the max frequency is the same, we have a 20% difference in base CPU
frequency.
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Figure 12.8: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight. Dell
submission‡ compared to the experiment reproduction on our system (see
Reproduced Exp. 1, table 12.3) using code submitted by Intel[148].

After reproducing the original configuration, we decided to change
some experiment elements like the software version, as well as varying

‡MLPerf v0.5 Inference Closed SSD-MobileNets-v1 Offline. Retrieved from https:
//mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05 18 April 2021, entry Inf-0.5-4. MLPerf name
and logo are trademarks. See https://mlcommons.org for more information.

https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org
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NSTREAMS, NTHREADS and NIREQ parameters. We set up an experi-
ment using the final release of the OpenVINO framework version, i.e., 2019
R3.1, instead of the “pre-release” used by the submitters. For the Single-
Stream scenario (figure 12.9a), the performance gets worse when using all
the available physical cores, confirming the Intel parameters configuration
as the best possible. The Single-Stream scenario is not worth running us-
ing a datacenter machine: in fact, starting with the sequent benchmark
version, the submission for this category includes only Server and Offline
scenarios as mandatory. From the same experiment, we can see also how
the pre-release version performs better than the later version, even though
the difference is not much relevant. Different is the situation shown in
figure 12.9b: we executed the same experiment on an older Intel process
architecture (Broadwell) available in the same sciCORE data center (Re-
produced Exp. 2 of table 12.3), finding a huge difference in performance
when using the two OpenVINO versions. The performance of the final re-
lease of OpenVINO 2019 is more than 2.5 times slower compared to the
pre-release in the case of using 20 threads: such a difference goes up to
more more than three times when using 10 threads.
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Figure 12.9: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Single-
Stream scenario. Comparison of different versions of OpenVINO framework
running on different processor architectures (see Reproduced Exp. 1 (a)
and Reproduced Exp. 2 (b) columns of Table 12.3) using code submitted by
Intel[148].

The same comparison, based on versions, has been performed with the
Offline scenario as well. Using the Cascade Lake processor (figure 12.10), we
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observe the same behaviour shown by the Single-Stream case: (1) a slightly
different performance (still in favour of the pre-release) and (2) the best
performance are achieved using the parameters configuration used by Intel.
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Figure 12.10: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Of-
fline scenario. Comparison of different versions of OpenVINO framework
when using a different number of streams, threads and inference requests:
running on our system (see Reproduced Experiment 1, table 12.3) using code
submitted by Intel[148].

Moving to the Broadwell processor, we experience a relevant perfor-
mance loss again for the newer OpenVINO version, especially for the pa-
rameters combinations that generate the best performance: in this case, the
newer software version is almost four times slower (figure 12.11).

Besides the performance, we can check if the processor version affects
the task accuracy as well. The accuracy reported in the official submission
is 22.627 mAP which we could exactly reproduce on our Cascade Lake
processor (figure 12.12) while we obtain a lower accuracy when changing the
processor and the software version (even below the acceptable threshold,
if using the old processor in combination with the OpenVINO 2019 R3.1
version).

In our last experiment related to this task, within the datacenter cat-
egory, we compared two versions of the OpenVINO 2019 pre-release com-
piled with different threading libraries, i.e., OpenMP and TBB. Figure 12.13
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Figure 12.11: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Of-
fline scenario. Comparison of different versions of OpenVINO framework
when using a different number of streams, threads and inference requests:
running on our system (see Reproduced Experiment 2, table 12.3) using code
submitted by Intel[148].

shows how the best performance is still achieved by the OpenMP, but the
TBB version is not much worse and seems to better manage cases that use
more threads.

12.1.2 Image Classification Heavyweight task

As shown in figure 12.1, for the same benchmark submission round, Intel
provided results for other tasks using the same edge system. The experi-
ment details for the Image Classification (heavyweight) task are presented
in Table 12.4.

In this case, the system used also includes an Intel GPU device which
was used in the original experiment to accelerate the Offline scenario. As
documented in the Intel submission[146], we calibrated the official FP32
model to use INT8 precision after converting it from TensorFlow to Open-
VINO format. Following the Intel suggestion, we kept FP32 data type as a
base for calibrating INT8 to be executed on CPU (Single-Stream scenario)
while we used FP16 data type for the model used as the base for the GPU
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Figure 12.12: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight. Com-
parison of model accuracy for different versions of OpenVINO framework
running on different processor architectures (see Reproduced Exp. 1 (a) and
Reproduced Exp. 2 (b) columns of Table 12.3) using code submitted by In-
tel[148].

Original Exp. Reproduced Exp. 1 Reproduced Exp. 2

Problem Image Classification (Single-Stream/Offline scenario) [44]
Dataset: ImageNet [149] (224x224)

Method Deep Residual Learning [150]
Model: ResNet-50 v1.5

• Device: ICL i3 1005G1 • Device: Flex i5 1035G1∗ • Device: Flex i5 1035G1
System • Framework: OpenVINO

(Configuration 1)
• Framework: Unchanged • Framework: OpenVINO

(Configuration 1-4)
∗ Used in a 2-core/4-thread configuration

Table 12.4: Reproduction of OpenVINO experiments submitted by Intel as
part of the MLPerf Inference Benchmark v0.5: image classification (heavy-
weight) task for Single-Stream and Offline scenarios. A detailed description
of the systems is available in section 11.1.

calibration (Offline scenario). The different base for the calibration slightly
affects the accuracy, which changes from one scenario to the other: we re-
peated all the steps described by Intel and could get the same behaviour
but not the identical results (figure 12.14).

§MLPerf v0.5 Inference Closed ResNet-50 v1.5 Offline. Retrieved from https://
mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05 18 April 2021, entry Inf-0.5-24. MLPerf name
and logo are trademarks. See https://mlcommons.org for more information.

https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org
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Figure 12.13: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Object Detection lightweight, Of-
fline scenario. Comparison of different versions of OpenVINO framework
when using a different number of streams, threads and inference requests:
running on our system (see Reproduced Experiment 2, table 12.3) using code
submitted by Intel[148].

In our tries, we saw a tiny variance in the accuracy calculated using the
Intel GPU, but that was never the case for the experiments run on the CPU.
That is why we were expecting to exactly reproduce the model accuracy (at
least for CPU) like in the object detection experiment.

To verify how the model data precision is affecting the performance, we
not only run the suggested configuration but also try using the different
models on both devices (CPU/GPU). The results from the Single-Stream
scenario are shown in figure 12.15: neither using GPU acceleration nor a
model built starting from FP16 data precision is bringing a performance
improvement, but, also for this task, we could not reproduce the original
results (∼25% worse performance).

The same happens when running the Offline scenario. As for the original
experiment, we reached the best performance using the Intel GPU hardware
and the model based on FP16 data precision, but we still have a performance
circa 25% worse than the Intel benchmark (figure 12.16).

¶See footnote for Figure 12.14
‖See footnote for Figure 12.14
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Figure 12.14: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Image Classification heavyweight.
Model accuracy of Intel submission§ compared to the experiment reproduc-
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Figure 12.15: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Image Classification heavyweight,
Single-Stream scenario. Intel submission¶ compared to the experiment re-
production on our system using both CPU-only and GPU systems (see Re-
produced Exp. 1, table 12.4) with different model precision.
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Figure 12.16: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Image Classification heavyweight,
Offline scenario. Intel submission‖ compared to the experiment reproduction
on our system using both CPU-only and GPU systems (see Reproduced Exp.
1, table 12.4) with different model precision.

To perform a parallel analysis with the previous benchmark experiment,
we compare performance using the TBB threaded implementation of both
pre and final versions of OpenVINO 2019. Figure 12.17 shows the GPU
executions perform better only when using INT8 precision in combination
with FP16 for all of the framework versions. Even in this experiment, the
difference between OpenMP and TBB is not impressive, but it is in favour
of the TBB variant, differently from before. The configuration applied is
the one used in the benchmark result submission, i.e., NSTREAMS=4,
NTHREADS=8, NIREQ=8, BATCH SIZE=1. As for the object detec-
tion task, we found the best configuration to be using NSTREAMS=1,
NTHREADS=2, NIREQ=4, BATCH SIZE=1. Nevertheless, the improve-
ment falls within a few percentage points.

12.1.3 Image Classification Lightweight task

The last benchmark experiment for MLPerf inference v0.5 is the Image
Classification (lightweight) task (table 12.5).

This task follows the same approach as the other image classification
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Figure 12.17: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Image Classification heavyweight,
Offline scenario. Performance comparison of OpenVINO 2019 pre-version
configured with OpenMP and TBB threading: running on both CPU-only
and GPU systems (see Reproduced Exp. 1, table 12.4) using code submitted
by Intel[148] and different model precision.

Original Exp. Reproduced Exp. 1 Reproduced Exp. 2

Problem Image Classification (Single-Stream/Offline scenario) [44]
Dataset: ImageNet [149] (224x224)

Method MobileNet [134]
Model: MobileNet-v1 224

• Device: ICL i3 1005G1 • Device: Flex i5 1035G1∗ • Device: Flex i5 1035G1
System • Framework: OpenVINO

(Configuration 1)
• Framework: Unchanged • Framework: OpenVINO

(Configuration 1-2)
∗ Used in a 2-core/4-thread configuration

Table 12.5: Reproduction of OpenVINO experiments submitted by In-
tel as part of the MLPerf Inference Benchmark v0.5: image classification
(lightweight) task for Single-Stream and Offline scenarios. A detailed de-
scription of the systems is available in section 11.1.
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experiment with CPU used for the Single-Stream and GPU for the Offline
scenario, as well as the calibration of the model to use INT8 data precision.
The accuracy of both CPU and GPU model versions could not be exactly
replicated even though quite similar (figure 12.18).
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Figure 12.18: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Image Classification lightweight.
Model accuracy of Intel submission∗∗ compared to the experiment reproduc-
tion on our system (see Reproduced Exp. 1, table 12.5).

The first test ran the Single-Stream scenario using only the CPUs of the
device like in the original configuration (Reproduces Exp.1 in table 12.5).
Despite the fact that Intel uses eight threads for the benchmark submission,
we found the best amount of threads to be two (equal to the number of phys-
ical cores), confirming the behaviour we already observed with the object
detection experiment (figure 12.19a). With our optimal configuration, the
results are not far from the original (a bit less than 10%).

The difference with original results increases when running the Offline
scenario: our performance stops at a level 40% lower than the Intel bench-
mark (figure 12.19b).

To understand the best parameter configuration, we run various com-
binations testing as well the TBB version of OpenVINO. For all we could

∗∗MLPerf v0.5 Inference MobileNet-v1 Offline. Retrieved from https://mlcommons.
org/en/inference-edge-05 18 April 2021, entry Inf-0.5-24. MLPerf name and logo are
trademarks. See https://mlcommons.org for more information.

††See footnote for Figure 12.18

https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-edge-05
https://mlcommons.org
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Figure 12.19: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Image Classification lightweight.
Intel submission†† compared to the experiment reproduction on our system
(see Reproduced Exp. 1, table 12.5).

identify a better parameters combination, the performance results are still
far from the benchmark, as one can see in figure 12.20.

12.1.4 Reproducibility considerations

During the reproduction of the Intel submission, we faced several issues with
the code and instructions provided, which forced us to make some changes.

Sample size Using the Windows OS version, the code requires to pass the
total sample count value as a parameter. In the script available as part
of the submission, the value used is 50000, which causes the failure of the
benchmark execution. Based on the Linux OS version of the code and the
logs for the Windows OS version, we figured out the correct value for Object
detection tasks, which uses the COCO dataset, is 5000. Instead, a value of
50000 is correct in the case of the Image processing tasks since using the
Imagenet dataset. We adapted the sample value accordingly.

Code discrepancies The common part of Windows and Linux code versions
is identical except for one function, namely the order of two input param-
eters. As a result, none of the code fails when running in Performance
mode, but the situation changes when running the code using the accuracy
mode: the code version developed for Windows OS fails. Since we used the
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Figure 12.20: MLPerf Inference v0.5: Image Classification lightweight,
Offline scenario. Performance of OpenVINO 2019 pre-version built with
OpenMP and TBB threading using a different parameters configurations
running on CPU and GPU systems (see Reproduced Exp. 2, table 12.5)
using code submitted by Intel[148].

Windows OS version of the code, we had to use the arguments the same
way they are used in the Linux version. Analysing the code used in the Dell
submission, one can spot the same “wrong” function call, but we didn’t test
its behaviour since using the same Intel code for all our experiments.

Software version The version of OpenVINO to use is not clearly mentioned
in the documentation attached to the submission. We run our initial tests
using the final realease from 2019, i.e., R3.1. Only after figuring out the un-
expected behaviour this version have on an older architecture (as discussed
earlier in this chapter), we decided to use the pre-release of OpenVINO
2019, which was available at the time of submission and re-run all the ex-
periments.

System priviledges The Intel submission for Linux systems, in the case of
Single-Stream and Server scenarios, requires the execution of some OS com-
mand to clean shared memory, caches and configure intel pstate. Those
commands require root privileges which we don’t have on any of the tested
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devices in the datacenter category. Instead, we could run the commands to
clean the memory when using our edge device while the pstate configura-
tion cannot be applied because it results in an error. Anyway, the original
experiments run on the Intel edge device was using a Windows OS and,
thus, not considering the execution of those commands.

Number of executions While a valid submission to the MLPerf Inference
Benchmark does not require multiple runs of a task, we re-executed at least
5 time each of our experiments. Since we found the results to be consistent
from an execution to the other, we decided to include a single result for
each experiment configuration for our study.

12.1.5 Performance considerations

Container overhead All our experiments run through containers which may
produce an overhead. Based on past studies [151], we think this can’t
explain the performance discrepancies we have encountered during our ex-
perimentation.

Process pinning In its submission, Intel documented the usage of numactl
util for binding the processes to the cores. We did not experience any
improvement when using it. Setting KMP AFFINITY did not produce
any improvement either, with the best performance being obtained using
the default configuration. Moreover, pinning is only used in the Single-
Stream scenario while the performance constantly differs from the original
results, including the Offline scenario.

CPU frequency governor The process governor for the datacenter machines
was set on performance mode, and we could not test any different settings.
While on our edge device tested, we could test both the performance and
the default ondemand modes. The performance drops when forcing the
performance mode, and, consequently, we always kept the settings to the
ondemand mode. Since the edge device used for the original experiment
was running a Windows OS, none of those settings was discussed or even
mentioned.
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12.2 MLPerf v0.7

There were no substantial changes in the newer versions of the MLPerf
Inference benchmark, and setting up the correspondent prova! driver did
not require much effort but updating the driver descriptor. The required
changes are the creation of the methodTypes (software and scripts) by fol-
lowing the documentation provided by the submitters of which we want to
reproduce the results.

The tasks included in the Intel and Dell submissions are the heavyweight
version of image classification and object detection problems (table 12.6),
but we will only cover the image classification one.

Workloads

System Framework Image Classification Object Detection

ICL∗ ICH ODL ODH

1-node-2S-CLX OpenVINO — S, O — —

1-node-2S-CLX MXNet — S, O — —

1-node-2S-CLX Tensorflow — S, O — —

R740xd8280 OpenVINO — S, O — S, O
∗ Deprecated since v0.7 of MLPerf Inference benchmark

Table 12.6: MLPerf Inference Benchmark v0.7 scenarios submitted for
the Intel and DELL EMC systems selected (section 11.1 and 11.2): Single-
Stream (SS), Server (S) and Offline (O).

Both the systems we consider are from the datacenter category and use
either a single ML framework, like for the Dell submission with OpenVINO,
or multiple ones, like for the Intel submission adopting OpenVINO, MXNet
and TensorFlow. The detailed experiment stack is presented in figure 12.21.

12.2.1 Image Classification Heavyweight task

To reproduce the results of the image classification task submitted by In-
tel, we used a machine that happens to be the same as the original one,
so even that is physically a different system, we can consider our experi-
ment a repetition from which we expect to have full reproducibility of the
performance results (table 12.7).

We configured the three ML frameworks used following the steps doc-
umented in the Intel submission for both the software configuration and
installation[152] as well as the model calibration[153]. In terms of accuracy,
our system configuration effort did not help to have the exact matching
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* use a specific commit

Figure 12.21: MLPerf Inference v0.7 reproduction: High level view of the
experiment elements we changed (red) for our reproduction. The method is
defined by the benchmark itself and bound to the task.

Original Experiment Reproduced Experiment

Problem Image Classification (Server/Offline scenario) [44]
Dataset: ImageNet [149] (224x224)

Method Deep Residual Learning [150]
Model: ResNet-50 v1.5

• Device: Xeon 6258R • Device: Xeon 6258R (miniHPC)
System • Framework: OpenVINO/MXNet/Tensor-

Flow (Configuration 1-3)
• Framework: Unchanged

Table 12.7: Reproduction of OpenVINO experiments submitted by Intel as
part of the MLPerf Inference Benchmark v0.7: image classification (heavy-
weight) task for Server and Offline scenarios. A detailed description of the
systems is available in section 11.2.

of the results, although extremely close (figure 12.22). The tiny differences
should not affect the final performance results: still, we cannot be fully con-
fident about the precision of the steps followed for the software and model
configuration.

In the case of the Server scenario, whose results are shown in figure 12.23,
our execution of the three frameworks precisely reproduced the original
values. As for the original submission, OpenVINO overperforms the other
two frameworks.

‡‡MLPerf v0.7 Inference ResNet-50 v1.5 Offline. Retrieved from https://mlcommons.
org/en/inference-datacenter-07 19 March 2022, entries 0.7-100, 0.7-101 and 0.7-
102. MLPerf name and logo are trademarks. See https://mlcommons.org for more
information.

§§See footnote for Figure 12.22

https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-datacenter-07
https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-datacenter-07
https://mlcommons.org
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Figure 12.22: MLPerf Inference v0.7: Image Classification heavyweight.
Model accuracy of Intel submission‡‡ compared to the experiment reproduc-
tion on our system (see Reproduced Experiment, table 12.7).
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Figure 12.23: MLPerf Inference v0.7: Image Classification heavyweight,
Server scenario. Intel submission§§ compared to the experiment reproduction
on our system (see Reproduced Experiment, table 12.7).
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We could not obtain similar reproducible results for the Offline scenario
(see figure 12.24): in such case, the performance is 7% to 10% lower.
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Figure 12.24: MLPerf Inference v0.7: Image Classification heavyweight,
Offline scenario. Intel submission¶¶ compared to the experiment reproduc-
tion on our system (see Reproduced Experiment, table 12.7).

If we did a ranking with the results from our experiments, we would
notice the same positions for the three frameworks with MXNet in the first
place and TensorFlow in the last like for the original results. However, the
performance obtained by OpenVINO in the original experiment was very
close to the MXNet ones, while in our execution, they are closer to the
performance of TensorFlow.

Dell used the same Intel’s OpenVINO code in its submission on a dif-
ferent machine which, like the previous case, we could use for an exact
repetition (table 12.7).

Similarly to the Intel example, the accuracy we obtained is marginally
different from the original, but it precisely confirms the previous value (fig-
ure 12.25c). It is worth specifying that we did not copy the previous model
to test over to the new system but reproduced all the same steps from
scratch on the second system.

As already happened with the Intel reproduction, the Server scenario
experiment produced an exact match with the original performance (fig-

¶¶See footnote for Figure 12.22
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Original Experiment Reproduced Exp. 1 Reproduced Exp. 2

Problem Image Classification (Server/Offline scenario) [44]
Dataset: ImageNet [149] (224x224)

Method Deep Residual Learning [150]
Model: ResNet-50 v1.5

• Device: Xeon 8280 • Device: Xeon 8280 (sci-
CORE)

• Device: Xeon 8280 (sci-
CORE)

System • Framework: OpenVINO
(Configuration 1)

• Framework: Unchanged • Framework: OpenVINO
(Configuration 5-6)

Table 12.8: Reproduction of OpenVINO experiments submitted by Dell as
part of the MLPerf Inference Benchmark v0.7: image classification (heavy-
weight) task for Server and Offline scenarios. A detailed description of the
systems is available in section 11.2.

ure 12.25a). It is interesting how the Dell and Intel systems may have such
a substantial variation in performance running this scenario (almost a 30%)
while being similar in terms of the number and frequency of processors as
well as cache and memory specifications.

Finally, we run the Offline scenario, achieving a performance that differs
less than 1% from the original result (see figure 12.25b), meaning we can
reproduce all the Dell experiments (accuracy, Server and Offline scenario).

Analyzing the results, we notice that, unlike the Server scenario, the
performance difference of the Dell and Intel systems is not so relevant. The
Intel performance results show that the first system we benchmarked (Intel
Xeon 6258R) produces results around 10% better than the other system
(Intel Xeon 8280), and this difference becomes lower than 1% based on our
experiments.

Another difference between the OpenVINO submissions are the experi-
ment parameters: although in the Server scenario, the command used to run
the experiment is the same for both systems, for the Offline scenario, there
is a different workload “parallelization” approach. In the Dell submission,
the number of streams, threads and requests is set to the amount of physical
cores available, i.e. 56, and the batch size is kept to 1. Intel, instead, sets
only the number of threads equal to the number of the physical cores while
increasing the batch size to 4 and creating only half streams and requests
compared to the Dell example, i.e. 28. Applying the same Intel strategy to
the second system (Intel Xeon 8280), we fixed number of streams, threads
and requests varying only the batch size to look at the performance be-

∗∗∗MLPerf v0.7 Inference ResNet-50 v1.5 Offline. Retrieved from https://mlcommons.
org/en/inference-datacenter-07 19 March 2022, entry 0.7-94. MLPerf name and logo
are trademarks. See https://mlcommons.org for more information.

https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-datacenter-07
https://mlcommons.org/en/inference-datacenter-07
https://mlcommons.org
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Figure 12.25: MLPerf Inference v0.7: Image Classification heavyweight.
Dell submission∗∗∗ compared to the experiment reproduction on our system
(see Reproduced Experiment, table 12.8).

haviour. Furthermore, we tried not only the OpenMP implementation but
also the TBB one.

Figure 12.26 shows how it is still the parameters’ combination suggested
by Intel that generates the best results, but in our case, it is the TBB
variant of the OpenVINO software reaching the best overall performance.
This last parameters combination reaches a performance of 2635 samples
per second which, even though not a huge improvement, is better than the
original Dell result.
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Figure 12.26: MLPerf Inference v0.7: Image Classification heavyweight,
Offline scenario. Performance comparison of OpenVINO 2021.1 pre-
version configured with OpenMP and TBB threading using a variable batch
size: running on our system (see Reproduced Exp. 2, table 12.8) using code
submitted by Intel[152].

12.2.2 Reproducibility considerations

Configuration effort Although the information for re-run the code submit-
ted was more complete, the effort to prepare and execute the experiments
was remarkable. Because of the simplicity and flexibility of the prova! ap-
proach, we could integrate all the software configurations in some method-
Types definition. Still, the lack of a common way of setting the experiments
seems to be one of the obstacles to reproducibility.

Imprecise configuration Since we could not get the same results as in the
original experiment, we think we may have some misconfiguration in our
experiment. Except for these, during the configuration of the TensorFlow
code, we found an error affecting the compilation, which is still present in the
newer MLPerf Inference v1.0 submission [154]. After solving this problem,
we could continue but found another issue with a missing configuration
file[155]. We had this issue using the scripts provided in the submission
version v0.7 (the one we wanted to reproduce). We only later figured out
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that Intel updated the file in the sequent version v1.0, which we eventually
used to execute the experiment.

Failing executions The scripts provided for the execution of the TensorFlow
experiment create a “framework within the framework”. Based on the pa-
rameters defined by the user, the execution script virtually splits the host
in different instances, which are used either to send or elaborate requests.
From our experience with it, we found this whole experiment architecture
to be as nice as unstable. It was not easy to find all the valid parameters
combinations, and, even for the valid ones, the executions were randomly
failing (mainly for the Offline scenario).

12.2.3 Performance considerations

Performance vs configuration effort Configuring the three ML frameworks,
i.e. OpenVINO, TensorFlow, MXNet, required a very different amount
of work. Compiling a CPU-optimized TensorFlow is, on its own, time-
consuming and difficult to automate in a CI/CD pipeline since a pipeline
executor usually gets a couple of cores and a limited amount of memory
as resources. On top of this, integrating into prova! the aforementioned
complex scripts built by Intel was not quick, and the misconfigurations made
it even more tedious. On the other hand, MXNet worked almost out of
the box thanks to the precise instructions provided. Still, the steps included
a few patches, and the calibration process was not extremely easy since it
needed an extra step for the dataset preprocessing. From our tests, the
easiest software to set up is OpenVINO. Having simple tools for conversion
and calibration made all the steps trivial, and switching from one version to
another was as easy as changing a line in the container recipe. It is essential
to consider the configuration efforts when looking at the results. Not only
did we get better accuracy and much better performance for the Server
scenario, but even the slightly worse performance in the Offline scenario
may not justify using one of the other frameworks.

12.3 MLPerf v1.1

At the time of writing, the last completed MLPerf Inference benchmark
round is version v1.1. In our experiments, we are not reproducing any
submission from it but use the new benchmark version to run the OpenVINO
submission from MLPerf v0.7 and execute it with both the previous and the
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most recent version of the framework. This experiment aims to show how we
can port the old experiment on a newer prova! driver version and compare
the evolution of the performance in terms of software enhancements.

12.3.1 Image Classification Heavyweight task

As for the other prova! driver version, updating it to the latest benchmark
version took almost no effort and as well on the methodType side, we di-
rectly reuse the one prepared for the previous driver version with a mere
copy/paste. Finally, having all the previous versions of OpenVINO built as
a container, also building the newer OpenVINO version we want to com-
pare against was truly straightforward. Table 12.9 presents the details of
the system used for experimenting the version v1.1 of the MLPerf Inference
benchmark.

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Problem Image Classification (Server/Offline scenario) [44]
Dataset: ImageNet [149] (224x224)

Method Deep Residual Learning [150]
Model: ResNet-50 v1.5

• Device: Xeon 6258R (miniHPC) • Device: Unchanged
System • Framework: OpenVINO (Configuration 3) • Framework: OpenVINO (Configuration

4)

Table 12.9: OpenVINO experiments using MLPerf Inference Benchmark
v1.1 prova! driver: image classification (heavyweight) task for Offline sce-
nario. A detailed description of the systems is available in section 11.2.

The first check is for any change in accuracy using different versions of
OpenVINO with the old and new models. Figure 12.27 shows a slight change
that is not surprising, but it is curious to see that the model generated
using the new OpenVINO version reaches the exact accuracy shown in the
previous MLPerf benchmark submission (see figure 12.22).

Lastly, in the Offline scenario results, we can see how, on the one hand,
the performance behaviour with different combinations of experiment pa-
rameters did not change and, on the other, the new version of OpenVINO
brings a 2 to 6% improvement regardless of whether using the previous or
current model.
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Conclusion and Future Work

There is a long debate around the end of Moore’s law and whether it may
be really at its end or just facing a slowdown. Nevertheless, the increasing
request for computation for a fastly evolving field like machine learning is
undebatable, same as the fact that the traditional CPU architecture strug-
gles to provide such computational power. As machine learning devices and
frameworks are improving to keep up with the increasing request for com-
putation, likewise, all its experimentation needs to happen in a reproducible
manner. Bearing in mind the fundamental importance of reproducibility of
results, using these highly optimized ML-specific hardware architectures to
carry on experiments whose performances are not reproducible is a waste
of time, money and, above all, opportunities.

We discussed the importance of having a benchmark competition in
the machine learning field to push for improvements like it happens for
Linpack benchmark and high-performance computing. For this reason, we
decided to perform a reproducibility study of the most prominent machine
learning benchmark, i.e., MLPerf, taking into account both accuracy and
performance. Our first try was to manually reproduce code written and
documented by a domain expert from a “naive” user point of view. The
main challenges came from manually recreating both the environment and
the setup needed by the experiments. In fact, the documented instructions
may look easy to the expert who wrote them but, obviously, more difficult to
the user who sees them for the first time. If, on the one hand, it is clear that
reproducing an experiment from two years before can always be challenging,
on the other, it would be beneficial to build experiment’s artifacts (code,
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scripts, documentation) with reproducibility in mind to avoid specifying,
for example, a link to the “latest” version of the documentation, which may
create issues even after a few months. This is just an example of an easily
avoidable bad practice that prevented us from having a smoothly running
experiment and, instead, requested us additional effort to acquire extra
knowledge about the tool we wanted to reproduce, even just to re-run an
existing experiment.

Those challenges relate to our research question about performance re-
producibility in machine learning. To overcome them and answer our ques-
tion, we propose an experiment workflow tool: prova!. With the support
of our experiment taxonomy, we could precisely describe the original ex-
periments and eventual variations as <Problem, Method, System> 3-tuple,
which maps directly into prova!. Using a tool like prova! indeed helps
follow best practices regarding reproducible research. Still, the most chal-
lenging obstacle to overcome on the road to reproducible science is creat-
ing habits in scientists, emphasizing the importance of reproducibility and
adding it to the curricula. There are already efforts in this direction like
the one from the Center for Reproducible Science∗(University of Zurich),
whose mission is precisely to train the next generation of researchers in good
research practices. A further example is given by The Turing Way hand-
book[156]: a collection of guides on reproducible research, project design,
communication, collaboration and ethical research with the aim to “provide
all the information that researchers and data scientists in academia, indus-
try and the public sector need at the start of their projects to ensure that
they are easy to reproduce at the end”.

From the technical point of view, needing enough expertise to deal with
novel devices and get the best performance out of them is unexceptional.
In effect, having a solid base for an experiment does not mean the user will
bypass acquiring the right expertise, but only that he can avoid wasting
time trying to solve naive errors. Regardless, the manual configuration of
software and experiments is an error-prone process even for the expert. We
also had errors during our study, but by automating our workflow, we could
reduce these errors in the first instance and sped up the “re-execution” of
wrong experiments when necessary. Having specific software frameworks to
manage DSAs is undoubted of great help, but this is usually not enough. In
addition, users typically have different interests, which means they may be
highly interested in using optimized code to solve their problems without

∗https://www.crs.uzh.ch/en.html
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necessarily caring about the detailed explanation of how the optimization
is performed.

These thoughts motivated us to dig into the challenges one faces dur-
ing the experimentation on HPC systems, showing the need for software,
connection and workflow management. We implemented our solutions in
prova! by extending the first version of the tool, adding the support for
containerized software, which supplies an environment “as-Code”, signifi-
cantly sustaining reproducibility and representing implicit documentation.
We also improved aspects like the interaction with the job scheduler and
the experiment workflow management. Those updates allowed us to demon-
strate how a scientist can configure an experiment to run on different sys-
tems and accelerators seamlessly. This ability to re-run an experiment built
on a different system by a different person dramatically lowers the learning
curve, boosts collaboration, and, thus, answers our research question.

Despite being created to support typical HPC applications, prova! can
be used for running various applications thanks to its simple and flexi-
ble design. In the case of the MLPerf benchmark, we went a step further
by adding the “driver” concept to manage the execution of predefined ap-
plications. With the prova! driver for the MLPerf Inference benchmark,
we empowered an easy configuration of the benchmark applications with
the possibility of adding ready-to-run experiments based on the benchmark
submissions. Through prova!, we could compare the original accuracy and
performance benchmark results against both the results obtained using the
same experiment configuration and execution systems as well as against
custom ones.

At the end of our experiments, we can say that we could re-run the
benchmark experiment using the code and the instructions provided by the
original submitter; this worked. However, many other aspects did not work,
like reproducing the configuration steps, which required acquiring informa-
tion from other submissions and examples not part of the benchmark or
providing scripts with values that do not seem correct. As discussed in our
reproducibility considerations of section 12.1.4, we also needed to produce
some fixes that we assume are right, while we got no official confirmation.
Those issues we found for the first benchmark version are absent in the
following versions, but in section 12.2.2, we discussed other issues found in
the newer versions. Even though we most likely found the right solution for
those last issues, we cannot be sure we correctly reproduced all the experi-
ments’ configurations. We think that the effort required by a scientist who
wants to reproduce an existing experiment should not be comparable with
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the ones needed to produce the original one: this is not reflecting the situ-
ation we faced during our work. Instead, we could show how we automated
the experiment configuration and execution using prova! as a driver to pro-
vide the basic blocks to configure and run the MLPerf benchmark. At the
same time, the code developer builds his experiment defining a methodType
in prova! (environment and scripts needed), which will be an easy task for
the code expert. This way, a different user can reproduce the experiment
by pressing a button in an interface and, most importantly, even build new
experiments to get more insights and not just threaten someone else’s code
as a black box, which is the answer we provide to our last research question.

Besides the reproducibility of an experiment, we also need to consider
the importance of the results generated and how researchers can use them.
Recently, the Swissuniversities organization developed a national strategy
and an action plan for Open Research Data (ORD) activities [157], funding
initiatives for ORD practices by researchers across disciplines and higher ed-
ucation institutions in Switzerland [158]. They aim to support reproducible
research findings by open access and reuse of research data. Nevertheless,
it is fair to point out the importance of not only making data available but
also defining the steps needed to regenerate them. If, on the one hand,
reproducibility increases the credibility of the research, on the other, an in-
dependent research group that reproduces this data make it sounder or even
richer when it performs variations of the initial experiment and contributes
the new data generated back.

Finally, from a software engineering perspective, we demonstrated some
prova! proprerties like the extensibility with the enhancements presented
in section 9.1, the adaptability to the MLPerf benchmark support using
the driver mode (see section 9.3), the portability, principally to Linux/U-
nix systems, using the container support (see section 9.2) and, in general,
reusability.

The work accomplished in this thesis can be viewed as support to raise
awareness of the importance of reproducibility for scientific research and,
particularly, the machine learning field. Still, there are many possible ex-
tensions to it. We showed how the MLPerf prova! driver could be used
to reproduce some of the results submitted. To experiment with all the
submissions, a user will need access to several different systems, which is
not practicable. Nevertheless, there are still numerous submissions that can
be configured into the driver. Some of the latest submissions are leveraging
other frameworks like Triton Inference Server [159] from NVidia, which will
need to be tested in prova! to understand how it would be possible to in-
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tegrate it. Moreover, the Inference benchmark has added other metrics like
power/energy consumption which would be extremely important to test to
cover ML inference on tiny devices.

Among the MLPerf benchmark suites, the Inference one is the less ex-
pensive in terms of computation and, thus, usually, execute on one node
only. Instead, benchmarks like the MLPerf Training and the MLPerf HPC
use a much larger amount of resources. Albeit prova! was already used in
the past to run multi nodes HPC applications, it would be interesting to
test how those new benchmarks integrate with prova!.

As discussed in section 6.2, the MLPerf community also started an of-
ficial project to support the benchmark experiment reproducibility, i.e.,
MLCube™, while MLCommons took one of the other tools, i.e., Collective
Knowledge under its umbrella. Those are, clearly, steps in the right di-
rection and an opportunity for direct comparison and, possibly, integration
with prova!

Extensively trying all the combinations of an experiment is not some-
thing a single user can do. Instead, it would be helpful to create a place
where, as a community effort, people can store the results of their exper-
iments. Other research groups can analyse those raw results and possibly
get new/different insights.

In [160], we presented a possible architecture to interface prova! with
different frontends based on the type of user accessing the tool. We created
a prototype implementation of a Jupyter Notebook extension, but since the
Jupyter community moves its default interface from the Notebook to the
Lab, we will need to rework our prova! extension for Jupyter.

Ultimately, we want to reinforce that, to help machine learning research
move forward, it is fundamental to foster collaboration, aiding reproducibil-
ity.





Appendix A

MLPerf containers

A.1 MLPerf Inference v0.5: OpenVINO ex-
ample

To build the environment needed to execute the OpenVINO experiments
on the Intel GPU, we used several container as building blocks. We started
from containers including the CPU dependencies (see Listing A.1) for Open-
VINO and on top of this we add the Intel GPU support (see Listing A.2).
Those first 2 containers are used to speed up the build of the actual Open-
VINO container (see Listing A.3). Finally, we add the MLPerf Inference
benchmark files (see Listing A.4), showing also how to run the OpenVINO
model conversion as part of the container build process.

FROM ubuntu :18.04

ENV DEBIAN_FRONTEND="noninteractive" \
LC_ALL="C.UTF -8" \
LANG="C.UTF -8" \
LANGUAGE="C.UTF -8" \
OPENCV_VERSION="4.1.2" \
PYTHON_VERSION="3.6"

RUN apt -get update && \
apt -get install -y --no-install -recommends \

git \
cmake \
build -essential \
curl \
unzip \
ca-certificates \
sudo \
python${PYTHON_VERSION}-dev \
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python${PYTHON_VERSION}-distutils && \
apt -get clean && \
rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/*

RUN cd /usr/bin/ && \
ln -s python3 python && \
cd / && \
curl https :// bootstrap.pypa.io/get -pip.py -o /get -pip.py && \
python${PYTHON_VERSION} /get -pip.py && \
rm /get -pip.py && \
python${PYTHON_VERSION} -m pip install \

numpy \
cython && \

curl -LO https :// github.com/opencv/opencv/archive/${OPENCV_VERSION }.zip
&& \

unzip -q ${OPENCV_VERSION }.zip && \
rm ${OPENCV_VERSION }.zip && \
cd /opencv -${OPENCV_VERSION} && \
mkdir build && cd build && \
cmake \

-DPYTHON_EXECUTABLE="/usr/bin/python${PYTHON_VERSION}" \
-DPYTHON3_LIBRARY="/usr/lib/x86_64 -linux -gnu/libpython${

PYTHON_VERSION}m.so" \
-DPYTHON3_INCLUDE_DIR="/usr/include/python${PYTHON_VERSION}" \
-DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX="/opt/opencv" \
.. && \

cmake --build . && make install

ENV OpenCV_DIR="/opt/opencv/lib/cmake/opencv4"

Listing A.1: Dockerfile with OpenVINO CPU dependencies

FROM provarepro/openvino :2019 _c_deps -ubuntu18

ARG BASE_URL="https :// github.com/intel/compute -runtime/releases/download" \
VER="19.41.14441"

#Install Intel Graphics Compute Runtime for OpenCL Driver package
19.04.12237.

RUN apt -get update && \
apt -get install -y --no-install -recommends ocl -icd -libopencl1 && \
rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/* && \
mkdir /neo && cd /neo && \
curl -LO /intel -gmmlib_19 .3.2 _amd64.deb && \
curl -LO ${BASE_URL }/${VER}/intel -igc -core_1 .0.2597 _amd64.deb && \
curl -LO ${BASE_URL }/${VER}/intel -igc -opencl_1 .0.2597 _amd64.deb && \
curl -LO ${BASE_URL }/${VER}/intel -opencl_19 .41.14441 _amd64.deb && \
curl -LO ${BASE_URL }/${VER}/intel -ocloc_19 .41.14441 _amd64.deb && \
sudo dpkg -i *.deb && \
ldconfig && \
cd / && rm -rf /neo

Listing A.2: Dockerfile with Intel GPU support for OpenVINO

FROM openvino/ubuntu18_runtime :2019 _R3.1 as runtime
FROM provarepro/openvino :2019 _cg_deps -ubuntu18
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ARG OV_REL="releases /2019/pre -release"

RUN git clone \
--depth 1 \
--single -branch \
-b ${OV_REL} \
https :// github.com/openvinotoolkit/openvino.git && \

cd /openvino && \
git submodule update --init --recursive && \
cd inference -engine && \
./ install_dependencies.sh && \
cd /usr/bin/ && rm python && \
ln -s python3 python && \
cd /openvino/inference -engine && \
mkdir build && cd build && \
cmake \

-DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release \
-DTHREADING=OMP \
-DENABLE_DLIA=OFF \
-DENABLE_VPU=OFF \
-DENABPP=OFF \
-DENABLE_PROFILING_ITT=OFF \
-DENABLE_VALIDATION_SET=OFF \
-DENABLE_TESTS=OFF \
-DENABLE_GNA=OFF \
-DENABLE_CLDNN=ON \
-DENABLE_MKL_DNN=ON \
-DENABLE_OPENCV=OFF \
.. && \

make --jobs=$(nproc --all) && \
sed -i '/<plugins >/a \ <plugin name="MULTI" location ="

libMultiDevicePlugin.so">\n </plugin >' \
/openvino/inference -engine/bin/intel64/Release/lib/plugins.xml

#Copy MULTI plugin from official release
COPY --from=runtime \

/opt/intel/openvino/deployment_tools/inference_engine/lib/intel64/
libMultiDevicePlugin.so \

/openvino/inference -engine/bin/intel64/Release/lib/
libMultiDevicePlugin.so

ENV LD_LIBRARY_PATH="/openvino/inference -engine/temp/omp/lib/:/ opt/opencv/
lib:/ openvino/inference -engine/bin/intel64/Release/lib" \
InferenceEngine_DIR="/openvino/inference -engine/build"

# Creating user openvino
RUN useradd -ms /bin/bash -G users openvino && \

chown openvino -R /home/openvino

USER openvino

CMD ["/bin/bash"]

Listing A.3: Dockerfile for the final OpenVINO version 2019 pre container
with GPU support built using OpenMP threading

FROM provarepro/openvino :2019_pre -release_cg_omp -py36 -gcc75 -ubuntu18 as
base
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FROM openvino/ubuntu18_dev :2019 _R3.1 as builder
WORKDIR /tmp

ARG BASE_URL="https :// zenodo.org/record"
RUN curl -O ${BASE_URL }/3401714/ files/

ssd_mobilenet_v1_quant_ft_no_zero_point_frozen_inference_graph.pb && \
curl -O ${BASE_URL }/3252084/ files/mobilenet_v1_ssd_8bit_finetuned.tar.

gz && \
tar xf mobilenet_v1_ssd_8bit_finetuned.tar.gz && \
rm mobilenet_v1_ssd_8bit_finetuned.tar.gz && \
cp mobilenet_v1_ssd_finetuned/pipeline.config . && \
rm -rf mobilenet_v1_ssd_finetuned && \
python3 /opt/intel/openvino/deployment_tools/model_optimizer/mo.py \

--input_model /tmp/
ssd_mobilenet_v1_quant_ft_no_zero_point_frozen_inference_graph.
pb \

--input_shape [1 ,300 ,300 ,3] \
--tensorflow_use_custom_operations_config /opt/intel/openvino/

deployment_tools/model_optimizer/extensions/front/tf/
ssd_v2_support.json \

--tensorflow_object_detection_api_pipeline_config /tmp/pipeline.
config

FROM base
USER root
WORKDIR /

# Install Boost
RUN apt -get update && \

apt -get install -y --no-install -recommends \
cmake \
build -essential \
git \
wget \
libicu -dev \
libbz2 -dev \
liblzma -dev && \

apt -get clean && \
rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/*

ENV BOOST_VERSION="1.71.0" \
_BOOST_VERSION="1_71_0"

ARG BASE_URL="https :// boostorg.jfrog.io/artifactory/main/release"
RUN wget -q ${BASE_URL }/${BOOST_VERSION }/ source/boost_${_BOOST_VERSION }.tar

.gz && \
tar xf boost_${_BOOST_VERSION }.tar.gz && \
cd boost_${_BOOST_VERSION} && \
./ bootstrap.sh --with -libraries=system && \
./b2 --with -system install && \
cd / && rm -rf boost_*

RUN python${PYTHON_VERSION} -m pip install --ignore -installed --no-cache -
dir \

absl -py \
pybind11 && \

git clone \
--recurse -submodules \
--single -branch \
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-b r0.5 \
https :// github.com/mlcommons/inference.git /mlperf_inference && \

cd /mlperf_inference && \
git config --global user.email "antonio.maffia@gmail.com" && \
git config --global user.name "fenz" && \
git pull --no -commit --force origin pull /502/ head && \
git pull --no -commit origin pull /482/ head && \
git commit -m "merge PRs" && \
mkdir loadgen/build && cd loadgen/build && \
cmake .. && cmake --build . && \
cp libmlperf_loadgen.a .. && \
rm -r /mlperf_inference/loadgen/build && \
cp -r /mlperf_inference/loadgen /mlperf_loadgen && \
rm -rf /mlperf_inference

RUN CODE_PATH="closed/Intel/code/ssd -small/openvino -linux" && \
git clone \

--depth 1 \
-b code \
--single -branch \
https :// github.com/fenz -org/mlperf_inference_results_v0 .5. git

inference_results_v0 .5 && \
mv inference_results_v0 .5/${CODE_PATH} /mlperf_inference && \
rm -rf inference_results_v0 .5

WORKDIR /mlperf_inference
RUN mkdir build && cd build && \

cmake \
-DLOADGEN_DIR =/ mlperf_loadgen \
-DIE_SRC_DIR=${InferenceEngine_DIR }/../ src \
-DBOOST_SYSTEM_LIB =/usr/local/lib/libboost_system.so \
-DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release \
.. && \

cmake --build . --config Release

COPY --from=builder \
/tmp/

ssd_mobilenet_v1_quant_ft_no_zero_point_frozen_inference_graph
.xml \

/mlperf_inference/model/ssd -mobilenet.xml

COPY --from=builder \
/tmp/

ssd_mobilenet_v1_quant_ft_no_zero_point_frozen_inference_graph
.bin \

/mlperf_inference/model/ssd -mobilenet.bin

COPY --from=builder \
/tmp/

ssd_mobilenet_v1_quant_ft_no_zero_point_frozen_inference_graph
.mapping \

/mlperf_inference/model/ssd -mobilenet.mapping

USER openvino

Listing A.4: Dockerfile OpenVINO 2019 pre with MLPerf Inference
benchmark v0.5
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A.2 MLPerf Inference v0.7: OpenVINO ex-
ample

In the version v0.7 of MLPerf Inference benchmark we use the OpenVINO
version 2021.1 pre . We starting building the container with CPU depen-
dencies (see Listing A.5) and we compile OpenVINO on top of it (see List-
ing A.6) using TBB threading configuration. This can be done changing
the line with the -DTHREADING cmake option. The final MLPerf Infer-
ence benchmark version v0.7 with OpenVINO is built using the Dockerfile
in Listing A.7. We added the Gflags build as documented by Intel.

FROM ubuntu :18.04

SHELL ["/bin/bash", "-xo", "pipefail", "-c"]

ENV DEBIAN_FRONTEND="noninteractive" \
LC_ALL="C.UTF -8" \
LANG="C.UTF -8" \
LANGUAGE="C.UTF -8" \
OPENCV_VERSION="4.1.2" \
CMAKE_VERSION="3.17.2" \
PYTHON_VERSION="3.6"

RUN apt -get update && \
apt -get install -y --no-install -recommends \

git \
build -essential \
curl \
unzip \
ca -certificates \
sudo \
python${PYTHON_VERSION}-dev \
python${PYTHON_VERSION}-distutils && \

apt -get clean && \
rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/*

ARG OV_VER="releases /2021/1. pre"
RUN git clone \

--depth 1 \
--single -branch \
-b ${OV_VER} \
https :// github.com/openvinotoolkit/openvino.git && \

cd /openvino && \
git submodule update --init --recursive && \
./ install_dependencies.sh

RUN apt -get purge -y cmake && \
rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/*

RUN cd /usr/bin/ && rm python && \
ln -s python3 python && \
cd / && \
curl https :// bootstrap.pypa.io/get -pip.py -o /get -pip.py && \
python${PYTHON_VERSION} /get -pip.py && \
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rm /get -pip.py && \
python${PYTHON_VERSION} -m pip install \

numpy \
cython \
cmake ==${CMAKE_VERSION} && \

curl -LO https :// github.com/opencv/opencv/archive/${OPENCV_VERSION }.zip
&& \

unzip -q ${OPENCV_VERSION }.zip && \
rm ${OPENCV_VERSION }.zip && \
cd /opencv -${OPENCV_VERSION} && \
mkdir build && cd build && \
cmake \

-DPYTHON_EXECUTABLE =/usr/bin/python${PYTHON_VERSION} \
-DPYTHON3_LIBRARY =/usr/lib/x86_64 -linux -gnu/libpython${

PYTHON_VERSION}m.so \
-DPYTHON3_INCLUDE_DIR =/usr/include/python${PYTHON_VERSION} \
-DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX =/opt/opencv \
.. && \

cmake --build . && make install && \
rm -rf /opencv -${OPENCV_VERSION}

ENV OpenCV_DIR="/opt/opencv/lib/cmake/opencv4"

Listing A.5: Dockerfile OpenVINO version 2021.1 pre CPU dependencies

FROM provarepro/openvino :2021.1 pre_c_deps -ubuntu18

RUN cd /openvino && \
mkdir build && cd build && \
cmake \

-DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release \
-DENABLE_PYTHON=ON \
-DPYTHON_EXECUTABLE =/usr/bin/python${PYTHON_VERSION} \
-DPYTHON_LIBRARY =/usr/lib/x86_64 -linux -gnu/libpython${

PYTHON_VERSION}m.so \
-DPYTHON_INCLUDE_DIR =/usr/include/python${PYTHON_VERSION} \
-DENABLE_OPENCV=OFF \
-DENABLE_VPU=OFF \
-DENABLE_CLDNN=OFF \
-DENABLE_GNA=OFF \
-DENABLE_TESTS=OFF \
-DTHREADING=TBB \
**- DNGRAPH_ONNX_IMPORT_ENABLE=OFF \
-DNGRAPH_DEPRECATED_ENABLE=FALSE** \
.. && \

make --jobs=$(nproc --all)

ENV LD_LIBRARY_PATH="/opt/opencv/lib:/ openvino/bin/intel64/Release/lib" \
InferenceEngine_DIR="/openvino/build"

# Creating user openvino
RUN useradd -ms /bin/bash -G users openvino && \

chown openvino -R /home/openvino

USER openvino
CMD ["/bin/bash"]
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Listing A.6: Dockerfile for the final OpenVINO version 2019 pre container
with GPU support built using TBB threading

ARG OV_VER="2021.1 pre"
ARG HW_VER="c"
ARG THREAD_VER="tbb"
ARG PY_VER="py36"
ARG GCC_VER="gcc75"
ARG BASEOS_VER="ubuntu18"

FROM provarepro/openvino:${OV_VER}_${HW_VER}_${THREAD_VER}-${PY_VER}-${
GCC_VER}-${BASEOS_VER}

USER root
WORKDIR /

# Build Gflags
RUN git clone https :// github.com/gflags/gflags.git && \

mkdir gflags/build && cd gflags/build && \
cmake .. && make

ENV gflags_DIR="/gflags/build"

# Install Boost
# Build Boost -Filesystem
RUN apt -get update && \

apt -get install -y --no-install -recommends \
cmake \
build -essential \
git \
wget \
libicu -dev \
libbz2 -dev \
liblzma -dev && \

apt -get clean && \
rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/*

ENV BOOST_VERSION="1.72.0" \
_BOOST_VERSION="1_72_0"

ARG BASE_URL="https :// boostorg.jfrog.io/artifactory/main/release"
RUN wget -q ${BASE_URL }/${BOOST_VERSION }/ source/boost_${_BOOST_VERSION }.tar

.gz && \
tar xf boost_${_BOOST_VERSION }.tar.gz && \
cd boost_${_BOOST_VERSION} && \
./ bootstrap.sh --with -libraries=system && \
./b2 --with -filesystem

ENV BOOST_DIR="/boost_${_BOOST_VERSION}"

# Build MLPerf LoadGen
ARG MLPERF_LOADGEN_VER="r0.7"
RUN python${PYTHON_VERSION} -m pip install --ignore -installed --no-cache -

dir \
absl -py \
pybind11
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RUN git clone \
--recurse -submodules \
--single -branch \
-b ${MLPERF_LOADGEN_VER} \
https :// github.com/mlcommons/inference.git /mlperf_inference && \

cd /mlperf_inference && \
git checkout cf15214 && \
mkdir loadgen/build && cd loadgen/build && \
cmake .. && cmake --build . && \
cp libmlperf_loadgen.a .. && \
rm -r /mlperf_inference/loadgen/build && \
cp -r /mlperf_inference/loadgen /mlperf_loadgen && \
rm -rf /mlperf_inference

USER openvino

Listing A.7: Dockerfile OpenVINO 2021.1 pre with MLPerf Inference
benchmark v0.7
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